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ACCULTURATION AND ASSIMILATION
IN COLONIAL NEW MEXICO
ROBERT ARCHIBALD

ACCULTURATION, the combination of cultural elements; and

assimilation, the absorption of individuals into another culture,
were hallmarks of the Spanish conquest of the Americas which
have drawn the attention of much recent scholarship. Anthropologists' and historians have engaged in an elusive quest for models
or theories which adequately ~xplain the attitudes and processes of
racial mixture begun when Columbus and his men set foot in the
Antilles. Examination has been complicated by the multiple racial
groups, Indian, European and African, each having its own impact upon the other. European attitudes toward Africans and Indians were not identical, and multiple variables have made for
widely differing theories and arguments to explain attitudes
toward race in contemporary Latin America. Race in Latin
America, most students would agree, has become a social as well
as an ethnic concept. I
In pursuit of understanding of concepts of race in Latin
America, major contemporary Latin American countries have
had much attention directed toward colonial backgrounds.
Limited attention has been focused on the edges of Spain's farflung frontier provinces. Little interest, in particular, has been
directed toward those portions of the Spanish Borderlands now
included in the United States. Yet historians of the Borderlands,
particularly of New Mexico, have long been aware that the same
processes of acculturation and assimilation took place on the very
edge of Spanish civilization in the New World. This lack of atten~
tion is understandable. Raw frontier society was less complex in
the Borderlands than in Mexico proper. Institutions on the frontier
were streamlined, social distinctions were somewhat blurred and
0028-6206/78/0700-0205$01.30/0
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society had a fluidity which did not exist in more settled areas.
Because of frontier conditions, and failure of colonists from Mexico to transport the whole fabric of their society to New Mexico,
this northern salient of New Spain did not represent a microcosm
of Spanish society in Mexico. New Mexico did, however, have similarities and peculiarities in relations with native peoples which
this paper will examine. .
The legal framework regulating treatment of Indians was
basically uniform throughout Spain's New World empire. The
New Laws of 1542 spelled out the naive hope of the Spanish
Crown "that the Indians should not be made slaves, but that they
should be treated as vassals of the Crown of Castile." The ideals
expressed in this document remained a utopian hope never fully
implemented. The conquest of the New World was dependent
upon cheap labor, and, indeed, the quest for slaves both lured
Spaniards to new frontiers and impelled rapid exploration of frontier areas. Thus, despite the New Laws, Spanish enslavement of
Indians continued, predicated upon the concept of a "just war."
Legal definitions of a "just war" were drawn up at the Crown's request shortly before 15 14. In effect, this document, through the
famous Requerimiento, justified war against non-Christian
Indians, or any Indians who had taken up arms against Spain. The
"just war" provided a mechanism whereby non-Christian Indians
in New Mexico were enslaved in the seventeenth century. Initially
this applied to Pueblo Indians only when they were in revolt, since
they were nominally Christian. In fact, although illegally, Pueblo
people were enslaved. Seventeenth century New Mexico was brutal. Indian slaves were an item of personal wealth, as well as commerce, when sold into mines of northern New Spain. This
nefarious exchange stimulated wide-ranging slaving expeditions
out onto the eastern plains in search of Indios Bdrbaros who could
be legally enslaved. Indians sold by New Mexicans into Nueva
Vizcaya mines were obviously never incorporated into seventeenth century New Mexican society. There is evidence, however,
that the dual processes of acculturation and assimilation were
contributing to New Mexican society at this early date. Occupants
of Acoma Pueblo provoked a Spanish attack in 1599, after submitting to Spanish authority in the previous year. A "just war" was
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undertaken against them and in· the trial which followed, girls
under twelve years of age were given to Fray Alonso Martinez to
be distributed in New Mexican households where they were Christianized, while boys under twelve years of age were given to Captain Vicente de Zaldivar for the same purpose. 2 In April of 1601,
the Piro Indians of Abo Pueblo revolted. Captain Zaldivar was
sent against them and two hundred were taken captive. Each
soldier was given one captive. 3 Throughout the seventeenth century, however, not all enslaved Indians were shipped south for
profit. Some remained in New Mexico and cultural amalgamation
began. However, complete census records are non-existent and
documentation is sparse.
The Pueblo Revolt of 1680 is a watermark after which the view
of New Mexican society becomes more clearly focused. After
reconquest by Don Diego de Vargas, Pueblo Indians were not
enslaved,· nor were they, as a rule, forcibly brought into Spanish
society. They were, and remain, a group apart.
Nomadic and non-Christian Indians continued to trickle into
Spanish New Mexican society through war or ransom. The just
war concept has already been examined. The colonial legal code
known as the Recopilaci6n of 1681 spelled out a Christian obligation to ransom captive Indians enslaved by other Indian tribes. 4
Ransomed Indians were assigned to an owner who was responsible
for Hispanicizing and Christianizing them. Ransomed Indians
had incurred a debt, and according to the Recopilaci6n, they were
to work out their debts by services to their creditors. This provision of the Recopilaci6n gave impetus to a mutually beneficial exchange between Plains tribes and New Mexicans, and was the first
step whereby non-Pueblo Indian people became participants in
the social, political and religious life of colonial New Mexico.
Growing royal opposition to the use of Indian slaves in the mines
of New Spain, the incredible mortality rate of Indians in such service, and importation of African slaves, effectively curtailed the
market for New Mexican captives. 5
The Plains Indian and New Mexican trade in Indian captives
had origins before the Pueblo Revolt. In the 1650s, for example,
Fray Alonso Posada, in charge of Pecos mission, reported that
Apaches were bringing captive Indians and robes from Quivira to
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exchange for horses. 6 Precedents were set early and a trade
flomished which was institutionalized in the eighteenth century.
Enslavement of Pueblo people began during the reconquest.
Because of their revolt, Pueblo people could be legally enslaved in
a just war. The governor at EI Parral, Don Bartolome de Estrada,
wrote to the Viceroy suggesting that enslavement of the rebels
would be an effective inducement to convince settlers to
recolonize New Mexico. He recommended that all captives over
age sixteen be enslaved. 7 Captives later taken by Don Diego de
Vargas were the beginning of a large Indian servant population
which developed in the eighteenth century.
Trade with Comanches, Apaches, and Utes was a most fruitful
source for augrpenting New Mexico's servant population. This exchange is well documented and was mutually beneficial. The
Comanches were major participants in this trade. Dependence
was the most effective method available to the Spanish to exert
even minimal control over the dangerous and powerful Comanches. This trade received royal sanction as early as 1694. In 1694
some Navajos returned to the Spanish province from an expedition
to the east with captive children whom they beheaded after the
Spanish refused to pay ransom. This atrocity so shocked the
Spanish King that he ordered use of royal funds to save such unfortunates. 8 Trade in slaves was thus made attractive to Indians.
Plains Indians, particularly Comanches, soon learned that a threat
to kill captives would quickly force Spaniards to pay ransom even
though government funds were rarely available.
Trade in captives was formalized in the early eighteenth century
with establishment of a regulated annual fair at Taos Pueblo. The
fair was a major annual event and took place in July or August.
For weeks in advance, settlers gathered axes, hoes, wedges, picks,
bridles, machetes and knives for trade. In exchange there were
slaves, referred to by Fray Pedro Serrano in 1761 as the "gold and
silver and richest treasures for the governor," and anyone who
might have the price for a profitable exchange. 9 The price for individual slaves depended on sex, with females commanding higher
prices than males. In 1776 a young female Indian between twelve
and twenty years could be traded for two good horses and some
trifles, while a male slave was worth only half as much. 1o All sales
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of captives were to Hispanic New Mexicans, since in 1732, Governor Gervasio de Cruzat y Gongora issued a bando prohibiting
sale of Apache captives to Pueblo people and imposing penalties. I I
Governors did, however, favor the trade because redeemed captives were educated and "brought into the fold of the church" and
because otherwise Comanches would kill the captives. Clerics
defended the practice for the same reasons. 12
The status of ransomed Indian captives in Spanish society was
not without legal protection. In addition to the Recopilacion,
which spelled out in considerable detail the legal rights of conquered peoples, there was the papal bull, Sublimis Deus, issued in
1537, which declared the American Indians to be human and consequently capable of salvation. 13 These captives were not chattel.
Thus, without question,Ute, Apache and other servants were baptized.
Legal status of captives varied. In all cases servitude was temporary, however long, and servant or slave status was not inherited, as it came to be in the English colonies. It was a form of
debt servitude which could extend indefinitely, but was carefully
circumscribed legally with rights and remedies available to servants.
Mistreatment, for example, often resulted in immediate legal
remedy. An offended servant had recourse to alcaldes and the
governor. Failure on the part of the master to carry out his respon"
sibility to Christianize servants was cause for removing his servants. Captives could complain directly to authorities if they felt
abused, or citizen or missionary could intervene and initiate a
complaint. 14 In 1766 an Indian servant of Gregoria Baca complained of ill-treatment to the missionary of San Ildefonso, who in
turn petitioned the governor for her release. 15 Justice was not onesided. Two Indian women who complained of ill-treatment in
1763, outlining excessive beatings and denial of life's necessities,
were refused freedom. Nevertheless their owners, Tomas and
Isabela Chavez, were put on trial and forced to defend themselves
from these charges indicating substantial legal rights of Indian
servants. 16 Murder of a servant was not punishable by death, but
was severe. In 1745, Pedro Garda of Albuquerque charged the
Lieutenant Alcalde of having killed his Indian servant. The
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alcalde was found guilty, deprived of his office and fined. 17 In
1741 Manuel Martin and Salvador Torres were found guilty of attempting to kill an Indian servant. The pair was imprisoned and
ordered to pay fifty pesos. IS
Prices current for female servants, as opposed to male servants,
and the preponderance of females in available census records suggests many purchasers were in the market for concubines. 19 This,
too, had a legal remedy. In 1740 Antonio de Ortega was charged
with raping his Indian servants and was accordingly found guilty.
Such occurrences were commonplace. 20 Indian servitude was also
protected in law and in practice. Escape was equated with apostasy from Christianity and was dealt with severely. In 1741, Luis
Quintana, an Apache slave, fled New Mexico taking two other servants with him. Quintana was apprehended and tried. The hapless
refugee was found guilty and sentenced to two hundred lashes and
two years labor in the Chihuahua mines since he appeared to be
the instigator of the crime. 21 The master, Juan de Tafoya, was not
awarded any damages for loss of his servants. Escape was difficult
since officials in bordering provinces were on the lookout for
fugitives and would return those apprehended to their place of
origin. 22
Servants were also subject to those rules and regulations governing behavior in civilized society. Servants were charged with
adultery, horse theft, burglary, and physical abuse. Particularly
serious was theft from a tribal Indian, since it might endanger the
security of the entire province: Juan de la Cruz Valdez was found
guilty of stealing a horse from a Ute Indian in 1761 and was
sentenced to fifty lashes in front of the offended Indian and exile
from the province. 23 An Indian servant, liberated from servitude,
could be returned to his previous condition for crime. In 1763 Don
Joachin Pino brought suit before the alcalde of La Canada against
Juan de Piro, an Indian, for burglary. The ex-servant was found
guilty and sentenced to hard labor for the plaintiff, Don Joachin. 24
A transition from Indian servant to free citizen took place frequently. The term genizaro was applied to these marginal people
who were ethnically non-Pueblo and frequently Plains Indians,
but culturally Hispanic. Servants were liberated when debts were
paid, when manumitted by their masters, or when removed by of-
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ficials for mistreatment or failure to be instructed in the tenets of
faith and Spanish civilization.
These genizaros were settled in frontier towns to protect interior
settlements of New Mexico. They played a major role in warfare
against Plains tribes, as interpreters, scouts, and as a general early
warning system.
The origin of genizaro settlements was exactly described by
Fray Miguel de Menchero in 1744.
They [the Comanches] sell people of all these nations to the
Spaniards of the kingdom by whom they are held in servitude, the
adults being instructed by the Fathers and the children baptised. It
sometimes happens that the Indians are not well treated in this servitude. The missionaries informed the governor of it, since many
were deserting and becoming apostates. The governor ordered that
all Indian men and women neophytes who received ill-treatment
should report it and if the case were proved he would provide
relief. A number of cases were appealed to him and he assigned
them to Valencia and Tome. There are over forty families under
care of the father at Isleta. This settlement dates from 1740. The
people engage in agriculture and are 'under obligation to go out
and explore the country in pursuit of the enemy, which they are doing with great bravery.25

A need to bolster frontier defenses and a growing and apparently
disgruntled Indian population, combined with gradual diminishing of the Comanche threat, made possible the planting of a
number of frontier towns in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. The genizaros themselves were frequently without land
or livelihood in Spanish New Mexico and were reduced to poverty
and vagrancy.26 Frontier settlements provided a risky, but certain
means of acquiring land. New Mexicans considered these people
"children of the enemy" and would not admit them to their towns.
According to Fray Damian Martinez, genizaros were reduced to
living without "land, cattle, or other property with which to make
a living except their bows and arrows."27 Genizaro settlements
were subsequently founded at Abiquiu, Belen, and after 1790 east
toward the Plains at San Miguel del Vado, San Jose del Vado, La
Cuesta and Anton Chico. Many other settlements contained a high
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percentage of genizaro residents and in Santa Fe, the capital, the
genizaro population was congregated in the barrio of Analco. 28
An interesting phenomenon soon became apparent in these frontier towns. Comanche and Kiowa genizaros in settlements along
the Pecos established contact with nomadic tribesmen and induced some to take up residence among them. In 1812, Jose
Cristobal Guerra, a San Miguel genizaro of Comanche extraction,
represented a number of families in his petition to the Bishop of
Durango for a resident priest. His description led the Bishop to
believe that "Comanches are joining San Miguel and San Jose and
getting baptized, so that these towns are expected to become the
most populous in New Mexico. "29
Contemporary New Mexicans and visitors of Spanish back- .
ground had little but contempt for genizaros, only recently removed from nomadic life on the plains. 30 A description in 1776 by
Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez observed that although
genizaros of Santa Fe were "servants among our people, they are
not very fluent in speaking and understanding Castilian perfectly,
for however much they may talk or learn the language, they do
not wholly understand it or speak it without twisting it somewhat."31 He further observed that genizaros of Abiquiu did not
practice pagan rituals, but were nevertheless weak, gamblers,
liars, cheats, and petty thieves and in view of their great weaknesses they typified what happens when idleness becomes the
source of evil. 32 The visitor also noted that some genizaros at Belen
had small plots of arable land while others had nothing, supporting themselves by chance alone. 33
Numbers of genizaros itemized in various census reports were
never large. An anonymous report of 1765 listed 677 for the entire
province. 34 Most census information available does not carefully
distinguish genizaros from general population. The Dominguez
report of 1776 does this sporadically. The most complete census
for the Spanish period, that of 1790, provides invaluable information on marriage customs, social mobility and position, economic
status, and social attitudes, but it too is inaccurate and inconsistent in its ethnic classifications. 35 This census carefully lists ethnic
identifications for much of the Rio Abajo area, but does this intermittently for the Rio Arriba. Part of the inconsistency is due to in-
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ability of census takers to be able to identify ethnic origin with any
accuracy, a problem which also developed in Mexico due to intermarriage and the cumbersome multiplicity of terms used to
distinguish succeeding generations of offspring.
Occupations of genizaros within New Mexican society were
varied and included servants, day laborers, farmers, wool carders,
weavers, spinners, sweepers, shepherds, muleteers, and vagabonds. Most common occupations were servant, day laborer, and
farmer, suggesting low socia-economic status for these detribalized Indians. Servants worked in households where the master
classified himself as Spaniard or, less often, as mestizo. Defining
transitional status, servants were generally designated with
previous tribal affiliation-Apache, Navajo, Ute, or Comanche. 36
Because of close relationships with former tribesmen, genizaros
were employed in the military and as interpreters. Manuel Mestas,
Ute interpreter and genizaro, was used and paid by the governor
for his services. In 1805, it. was Mestas, living in Abiquiu who
warned officials of impending Ute attack. 37 These detribalized
natives .were also utilized as interpreters for various Apache
tribes. 38 Genizaros, wise in the ways of war of their nomadic
tribesmen, provided essential services in defense of the besieged
New Mexican colony. Before 1808. genizaros served in the militia
in various campaigns against hostile Indians. In that year a body
of them were organized and a troza de Genizaros came into being
commanded by a corporal from their own ranks. 39.
A careful examination of marriages made by genizaros in colonial New Mexico makes evident the same process of "whitening,"
modified by economic status, so often alluded to in Latin American sociology. The New Mexican census categorized people's
ethnic affiliations on the basis of Spanish background.' Although
this may have been. only guesswork, it was true that people
themselves thought in these terms. Primary ethnic categories included: Spanish, mestizo, coyote, mulatto, genizaro and Ind~an, in
that order. Social status and status of one's children, particularly
in the case of males, were affected by whether marriage was with
a person from a hjgher or lower status group. Marriagewith a person from the same group had no effect upon social standing. The
census of 1790 makes clear that males classified as Indians most
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often married detribalized Indians while these genizaros most
often married' mestizos. Rarely., did a male genizaro marry an Indian. Such a marriage would have lowered the status of his children. The gradual "whitening" process is evident. Juan Francisco
Saavedra, a mestizo, and his wife, who was also a mestizo, lived in
Belen. His mother, a widow, lived with them and was classified as
a genizaro. She almost certainly had married a mestizo, and thus
the children were mestizo. Luis Lopez of Albuquerque, a mestizo,
had his mestizo wife's mother living with him. She was
enumerated as an Apache. There are other examples. Mestizos frequently married Spaniards and children were accorded Spanish
status. Thus, within two generations, the offspring of detribalized
Indians could be Spanish for social purposes. Ethnic classifications had more to do with perceived social position than with
ethnic origin.
Available censuses are fragmentary, but they do suggest a lower
genizaro and Indian servant population than other documents
lead researchers to expect. This is due to the transitory status of Indians and genizaros living within the New Mexican community. A
detribalized Indian who married a person from another social
classification did not pass his ethnic affiliation to his offspring.
Economic occupations also entered into the formula of ethnic
and social identity. Indians were generally servants in Spanish or
mestizo households, with some exceptions. Genizaros were day
laborers or small farmers, sheepherders, and in a few cases, artisans. High governmental offices, such as alcalde mayor, as well
as classifications as rancher were reserved for people enumerated
as Spanish, while mestizos occupied an intermediate position.
Despite seemingly arbitrary ethnic classifications and an economic heirarchy which roughly followed ethnic lines, colonial
New Mexico was not a closed society. Marriage and economic success were certain roads to improved status. The transitory rtature
of Indian and genizaro classifications indicate a highly effective
means of Hispanicizing, Christianizing and ultimately incorporating native peoples into New Mexican society. Colonial New
Mexican society provided newly incorporated native peoples with
opportunities for upward mobility and gave their children's
children hope for social acceptability at the highest levels of colonial society.
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Alencaster, El Paso del Norte, March 2, 1807, SANM.
23. Proceedings against Juan de la Cruz Valdes, Santa Fe, March 29-May 6,
1761,SANM.
24. Joachin Pino vs. Juan de Dios, Santa Cruz, Octoberl8-March 14, 1763,
SANM.
25. Declaration of Fray Miguel de Menchero, Santa Barbara, May 10, 1744,
Archivo General de la Nacion (AGN), Historia 25. Trans. in Hackett, Historical
Documents, 3:401-2.
26. Poverty stricken and vagrant genizaros were rounded up to form new settlements. See Robert R. Archibald, "Canon de Carnue: Settlement of a Grant,"
New Mexico Historical Review 5 I (October, 1976):313-28.
27. Fray Damian Martinez to Fray Juan Agustin de Morfi, 1792, AGN,
Historia 25.
28.. Charles L. Kenner, A History of New Mexican-Plains Indian Relationships
(Norman, 1969), pp. 62-64. Descriptions of genizaro settlements are included in
various documents and secondary material. For a description of the Barrio de
Analco see "Geographical Description of New Mexico written by the Reverend
Father Preacher Fray Agustin de Morfi in 1782" in Alfred Barnaby Thomas,
Forgotten Frontiers (Norman, 1932), pp. 91-92. Also Dominguez, New Mexico
in 1776, and Eleanor B. Adams, trans., Bishop Tamar6n's Visitation of New
Mexico (Albuquerque, 1954). A discussion of the foundation of Abiquiu is in J.
Richard Salazar, "Santa Rosa de Lima de Abiquiu," New Mexico Architecture
18 (September, 1976):13-19.
29. See Fray Angelico Chavez, Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe,
1678-1900 (Washington, 1957).
30. New Mexicans of Spanish descent carefully distinguished themselves from
genizaros. See Fray Angelico Chavez, "Early Settlements in the Mora Valley,"
El Palacio 62 (November, 1955):319.
31. Dominguez, New Mexico in 1776, p. 126.
32. Dominguez, New Mexico in 1776, p. 259.
33. Dominguez, New Mexico in 1776, p. 208.
34. Donald C. Cutter, trans., "An Anonymous Statistical Report on New Mexico in 1756," New Mexico Historical Review 50 (October, 1975):347-52.
35. There are various censuses for eighteenth century New Mexico of differing
degrees of accuracy. The 1790 census, although incomplete and inconsistent, is
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the best and has been used as a basis for this work. This enumeration is by
jurisdiction and is in SANM. The following information is from this document
unless otherwise noted.
36. Kiowa, Wichita, and Pawnee, although sold into servitude in New Mexico, are not listed in the 1790 census.
37. Governor Real Alencaster to Comandante General Salcedo, Santa Fe,
September I, 1805; November 20, 1805. Comandante General to Real Alencaster, Chihuahua, December 13, 1805. Governor Real Alencaster, Santa Fe, to
Salcedo, April 1, 1806. All in SANM.
38. Fernando de la Concha, "Advice on Governing New Mexico, 1794," New
Mexico Historical Review 24 (July, 1949):236-54.
39. Comandante General Salcedo to Governor Maynez, Chihuahua, August
12, 1808 and Governor Maynez to Comandante General Salcedo, Santa Fe, June
20, 1809, in SANM.

The Salvador Armijo House, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Photo by Richard Federici, from
photo files of the Cultural Properties Review Committee, Santa Fe.

SALVADOR ARMIJO: CITIZEN OF ALBUQUERQUE,
1823-1879
JOHN 0, BAXTER

ON AN APRIL NIGHT in 1874, a meeting of Albuquerque community leaders was held in the old Bernalillo County Courthouse,
then located south of the plaza in what is now called "Old Town."
The purpose of this assembly was to discuss ways to alleviate the
suffering of the poor in Albuquerque and its environs. Presiding
over the meeting was a stocky, shrewd-eyed man of fifty whose
Spanish descent was belied by the ample red beard which spr:ead
over his shirt front. The way in which he dominated the proceedings made it clear that the chairman was no stranger to
political gatherings. After some preliminary discussion in which it '
was decided that local justices of the peace throughout the county
would compile lists of needy persons in their respective precil).cts,
donations were solicited from the well-to-do. Making the first and
largest contribution was the chairman. He pledged 30 sacks of
corn, 15 fanegas (about 22 1/2 bushels) of wheat, 2 fanegas (3
bushels) of beans and 20 ristras of chili, total value of about $140.
Plans were then made to distribute the food supplies provided by
the assembled ricos and the meeting was adjourned. 1
This act of civil leadership was typical of the chairman, a midnineteenth century Albuquerque merchant, farmer, and politico
whose name was Salvador Armijo. During Armijo's lifetime, New
Mexico experienced a period of dramatic political and social
change. After 200 years as a remote colony of the Spanish crown,
a regime which ended just two years prior to his birth, New Mexico went through a 25-year period as part of the Mexican Republic
before becoming a territory of the United States. Born to the
coterie of closely interrelated' Spanish families which dominated
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New Mexico's Rio Abajo region, Armijo was an important figure
in the development of Albuquerque. Although his father, Ambrosio Armijo, and his unde, Manuel Armijo, both held high office
under Mexican rule, Salvador Armijo's activities indicate that he
had little difficulty in accepting U.S. administration. In contrast
to the Rio Arriba where Mexican nationalism flared into open
revolt at Taos and other northern locations, the Albuquerque area
remained calm.
In Armijo's era, concurrent with the famous Santa Fe Trail, the
new government fought the Civil War, subdued the Plains Indian
tribes and brought New Mexico to the brink of the industrial age
with introduction of the railroad. Armijo had a part in all these
events and exemplified a native New Mexican who welcomed the
changes thus engendered. Despite occasional schisms of bitter intensity, it was the political acquiescence of Armijo and likeminded Hispanic citizens, motivated by self-interest and the
opportunity for monetary gain, which paved the way for the new
economy and technology of the post-railroad period.
Salvador Antonio Armijo was born in Albuquerque, January 23,
1823, to Maria Antonia Ortiz and her husband Ambrosio Armijo,
a marriage representing a union of two leading New Mexico families. 2 Even in the early nineteenth century the Armijo name was
an old one in New Mexico, traceable back to 1695 when the
widow of Jose de Armijo, Catalina Duran, came to Santa Fe with
her four sons as part of the resettlement effort. 3 A 1790 Spanish
colonial census indicates that Lieutenant Vicente Ferrer Armijo, a
great grandson of Jose de Armijo, was living on a ranch at the
Plaza de San Antonio north of Albuquerque near Alameda with
his wife Barbara Casilda Duran y Chaves and seven sons. One of
his sons was Manuel Armijo, future three-time governor of New
Mexico under Mexican rule, who was holding office in 1846 when
the area was occupied by U.S. military forces. 4 Another of
Vicente's sons was Salvador's father, Ambrosio Armijo, born
about 1784, who by 1812 had inherited the family hacienda at
San Antonio. Also enumerated in the 1790 census were Salvador
Armijo's maternal grandparents, Jose Marcos Ortiz and Monica
Duran, residents of the village of San Isidro de Pajarito south of
Albuquerque on the Rio Grande's west bankS
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The Armijos were one of the ruling families of New Mexico's Rio
Abajo which· extended roughly from Pena Blanca to Socorro.
Together with the Chaves, Otero, and Perea clans to whom the Armijos were closely allied by marital and business connections,
they formed the oligarchy which controlled social, economic, and
political affairs in the Albuquerque area. Throughout the 1820s
and 1830s, Vicente Ferrer Armijo's sons alternately held the
prestigious position of Alcalde of Albuquerque-Francisco in
1820, Juan in 1823, Manuel in 1825, Ambrosio in 1828. 6 After
service on the Albuquerque ayuntamiento (town council), Ambrosio Armijo was elected in 1832 to serve as deputy to represent New
Mexico in the national congress in Mexico City. Unfortunately,
the office was denied him because of a revolution in Mexico, led
by General Antonio L6pez de Santa Anna, which voided the elections. Ambrosio's governmental career was climaxed by his
appointment as Jefe superior de Hacienda del Departamento de
Nuevo M,exico, an office comparable to departmental treasury
secretary. He died in October, 1849. 7
Although the Armijos had been primarily farmers and stockmen
for generations, they were among the first New Mexico families to
grasp the commercial possibilities presented by the opening of the
Santa Fe Trail. In 1821, the same year in which Mexico declared
her independence from Spain, William Becknell,. a native of
Boone's Lick, Missouri, left his home with a small assortment of
goods loaded on mules with a vague plan for trading with the Indians near the Rocky Mountains. Somewhere south of Raton Pass,
Becknell's party encountered a Mexican patrol which invited the
Americans to accompany them to Santa Fe where the goods were
sold at a handsome profit. The following year no fewer than three
American caravans made their way to Santa Fe hoping to repeat
the success of the previous season. New Mexico was soon saturated
with American goods, however, and it was not long before both
Mexican and American traders began plying the historic Camino
Real toward Chihuahua and the Mexican interior seeking new
markets;8
In September, 1828, a guia (commercial passport) was issued to
family member Vicente Armijo, to pass through the customs house
at EI Paso on his way south with merchandise bound for Chihua-
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hua and Sonera. 9 Despite this early beginning, it was not until the
mid-1830s that the Armijos entered the Mexican trade en masse
with various relations trailing large bands of carneros (mutton
sheep) into Chihuahua in addition to their wagonloads of trade
goods. Customs records for October, 1840, indicate that Ambrosio Armijo and two of his older sons were conveying 44 bultos
(bundles) of New Mexico products to southern markets. 1o Four
years later they received a guia fer a mixed consignment of locally
made, homespun cloth and hides-buffalo, deer, and antelopedestined for Chihuahua and Durango. I J
This, then, is the world into which Salvader Armijo was bornfarming, ranching, trading, and politics, a milieu in which he was
to assume a position of leadership. Although the Armijo family
tree is extremely intricate, it appears that Salvador was the fifth of
six children. His older brothers were Juan, Jose, Antonio Jose, and
Mariano. Ambrosio's only daughter, Maria Placida de los Dolores,
was born October 7, 1827, four years after SalvadorY Little is
known of Salvador Armijo's early years, but his later activities
make it evident that he had some education for he was literate in
both Spanish and English. He also acquired extensive practical
knowledge in farming, sheep ranching, and freighting as the
youngest partner in the family enterprises. In February, 1847, Armijo married his first cousin, Paula Montoya, and soon after this
he began acquiring property just north of present-day Old Town,
which was to be his headquarters for many years.
In July, 1849, Armijo purchased 50 acres of land and a twelveroom house from his older brother Jose Armijo y Ortiz, who had
added his mother's family name to distinguish himself from
several other "Jose Armijos" then living near Albuquerque. 13 The
house, which still stands just south of the Sheraton parking lot on
Rio Grande Boulevard, was recently placed on the National
Register of Historic Places maintained by the National Park Service. Although it has been substantially altered on three different
occasions during the last century, the original floor plan is still apparent. It is interesting as an example of nineteenth century New
Mexico architecture when building materials were few and defensive requirements a primary consideration in house construction.
In the mid-nineteenth century, the structure consisted of a flat-
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roofed, one-story dwelling approximately 100 by 70 feet surrounding a placita with zaguanes (covered entrances) through the
north, south, and east walls which gave access to corrals and outbuildings of the hacienda. Except on the north, where stone was
used, the 32-inch-thick walls were made of adobe bricks laid on
the ground without a foundation, which resulted in considerable
settling with the passage of time; aU exterior surfaces were
plastered with the traditional mixture of adobe and straw. Windows were few because of continuation of the defensive pattern
and, more importantly, the lack of glass and sash on the frontier.
The roof was covered with packed earth and was drained by long
canales (spouts) which extended two or three feet out from the
walls. Divided into twelve rooms, with dirt floors and plastered
adobe walls, the interior was dark, sparsely furnished and une
attractive to outsiders unfamiliar with the development of this
style of architecture. Contemporary accounts by American
travelers in the late Mexican and early Territorial years, however,
record that initial contempt often gave way to grudging admiration for the comfort afforded by these old adobe houses. 14
During the late 1840s, when Armijo was improving his newly
purchased farm lands, Albuquerque was an important garrison
town for U.S. troops stationed in central New Mexico. The post
was officially established November 17, 1846, three months after
the entry of the Army of the West commanded by Brigadier
General Stephen Watts Kearny. IS U.S. Army expenditures in New
Mexico in the period 1848-1853 amounted to $12,000,000, an
economic bonanza for those with stores of supplies for the soldiers
and their livestock. 16 Provisions such as flour, beans, salt, beef,
and bacon for the troops and hay and corn for the horses, mules,
and oxen were exchanged for hard cash or eastern credits which
were always useful for those merchants doing business in "the
States." Despite his father's commitment to the Mexican government, Armijo quickly saw the possibilities for an aggressive merchant and had few qualms in accepting the new government. His
store north of the plaza became a popular meeting place for local
dignitaries; its proprietor was described thus by business rival
Franz Huning: "This man was very liberal with all the military officers and other officials for reasons of his own." 17 During the
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1850s, Armijo leased part of his property north of town as a campground to the garrison while other units and the Army hospital
were established south of Albuquerque on land formerly owned by
Armijo's mother, Antonia Ortiz. 18
Unfortunately Armijo's marriage to Paula Montoya was not as
successful as his business ventures. The couple was separated in
1848 but was not divorced until 1860, when Armijo sought to end
the union in a suit which must have scandalized the community.
His petition was granted by territorial Chief Justice Kirby
Benedict, a crony of Armijo's who ordered much of the testimony
expunged from the official court record. 19 In the meantime, Armijo had become involved in a long and stormy relationship with
Maria de las Nieves Sarracino, daughter of a prominent family
from the Plaza de Los Padill~s south of Albuquerque. A daughter,
Maria Piedad Armijo, born to them perhaps as early as 1846, remained close to both parents throughout their lives. 20
Armijo's relationship with Nieves Sarracino had important business as well as personal aspects. Details are scarce but it seems
that much of the day-to-day operation of the hacienda north of
Albuquerque was entrusted to Dona Nieves while Armijo was
away with his wagon trains or checking on his sheep camps. The
farmlands were extensively developed, their value greatly enhanced by their proximity to the acequia madre of Albuquerque
which formed the east boundary of the property. Grapevines and
fruit trees were set out, fields were plowed for hay and grain and a
large garden was established to provide produce for the household. By 1860 Armijo's lands were the envy of many and he was
becoming one of the community's wealthiest and most important
citizens.
Though far from the center of conflict, New Mexico was to
undergo a period of uncertainty and confusion during the years
before and during the Civil War. The sectional strife that
characterized national politics in the later 1850s and early 1860s
was felt even along the Rio Grande. Because of the supposed Confederate sympathies of Congressional Delegate Miguel A. Otero
and other territorial officials, it was believed in some circles that
New Mexico would side with the South. After the firing on Fort
Sumter, however, when fighting actually began, Rebel hopes that
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the entire Southwest would adhere to their cause failed to
materialize, and those U.S. Army officers stationed in the territory
who held southern convictions resigned their commissions and left
for Confederate military posts in Texas. 21 Among these officers
was Major Henry H. Sibley who was recommissioned as a brigadier general in the Confederate Army and, in the summer of
1861, formed a brigade at San Antonio for the conquest of New
Mexico. 22 In January of the following year, Sibley's army entered
the territory and, after defeating a Union force composed of both
regulars and native New Mexico volunteers at the Battle of
Valverde south of Socorro, continued its northward march up the
Rio Grande. 23
Albuquerque at this time was not without Confederate sympathizers, however, notably Armijo's cousins Manuel and Rafael
Armijo y Maestas, wealthy merchants who staked their fortunes
and reputations on the Southern cause and lost. 24 In contrast,
Salvador Armijo was unwavering in his support of the North. In
the fall of 1861, on orders from Territorial Governor Henry Connelly, a company of militia known as the Albuquerque Home
Guard was mustered to supplement regular Army forces. Despite
his 38 years, Armijo enlisted as a private, although payroll records
indicate that it is unlikely that he was ever called to active duty.25
Following Sibley's victory at Valverde in February and the subsequent Confederate advance, Armijo felt the effects of the conflict.
On March 1, Captain Herbert M. Enos, ranking Union officer at
the Albuquerque quartermaster depot, ordered the destruction of
the large stores of materiel stockpiled there to prevent their capture by enemy forces. 26 When Sibley's men arrived a week later,
they found the town devoid of supplies and were ordered to scour
the countryside for food, forage, and any remaining livestock.
According to claims filed with the Federal Government in 1865,
the heaviest losses from confiscations by Sibley's "Texacans" were
sustained by Salvador Armijo, his brother Jose and their neighbor
and fellow merchant Tomas Gonzales. Large stocks of staples including corn, wheat, flour, sugar, coffee, and beans were seized,
along with fourteen barrels of whiskey and brandy which presumably warmed the Rebel force as it continued on toward Santa Fe.
The greatest loss was in the form of livestock, however, including

Claim for compensation for' goods and livestock confiscated by Confederate troops,
presented by Armijo October 10, 1865. Reproduced from Territorial Archives of New Mexico, Records of the Adjutant General, Confederate Depredations File, State Records Center
and Archives, Santa Fe, N.M.
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over 75 horses and mules, 67 oxen, Gonzales's milk cow and "2
hogs (fat)" belonging to Jose Armijo y Ortiz. 21 The mules may.
have been among those killed by Union troops under Major John
M. Chivington in his famous raid behind Rebel lines during the
battle of Glorieta Pass in which the Confederate supply train was
destroyed. This disaster made the Southern position in the region
untenable and forced a retreat down the Rio Grande to EI Paso,
which ended hostilities in New Mexico. 28
With return of peaceful conditions to the Rio Grande, Armijo
was able to give his attention to important personal matters
postponed by the recent invasion. On May 10, 1862, his daughter
Piedad was married to flamboyant Santiago Baca in the first wedding ceremony held in San Felipe de Neri Church after the Confederate withdrawal. 29 One of a big clan of soldiers and politicians
from the Santa Fe-Pecos area, Baca was cut from the same cloth as
his father-in-law. He later became his heir-apparent in Albuquerque business and political circles. Early in 1864, advertising
which appeared in the Santa Fe New Mexican announced the formation of a new freighting and mercantile partnership doing
business as "Salvador Armijo y Hijo" with estimated gross
receipts of $100,000. 30 Baca's role in this business is not altogether
clear, but it is probable that he undertook some of the more arduous and time-consuming travels necessitated by the firm's farflung enterprises, thus giving Armijo more leisure for his interests
near Albuquerque-merchandising, farming, and politics.
The new partnership began an aggressive campaign to increase
retail sales by opening branch stores at several locations in Dona
Ana, Socorro and Valencia counties during the late '60s and early
'70S. 31 The most successful of these were at Cebolleta, Cubero,
Jarales, and Peralta, particularly the latter, which became Armijo's headquarters in 1875. Assistance in the stores and other family enterprises was provided by two adopted children, Luis and
Felipe O'Bannon, who became part of the Armijo-Sarracino
household around 1860 when their father, Lieutenant Lawrence
W. O'Bannon, a South Caroli'nian, left New Mexico for service in
the Confederate Army and Armijo became their guardian. 32
In the post-Civil War years, however, not only Armijo y Hijo,
but many of their competitors were beset with serious transporta-
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tion problems because of raids by increasingly hostile Plains Indian tribes. In June, 1867, their wagon train was "attacked by a
band of Kiowa, Comanche and Apache Indians and 72 mules
valued at $200 each and one mare valued at $300 werekilled."33
During the ~ame summer; three other New Mexico merchant
trains were raided by Kiowas near the Cimarron Crossing of the
Arkansas, including those of Juan Montoya of Lemitar and pedro
Montano of Albuquerque. 34 Seven years later, in an effort to provide federal government reparation for the raids, legislation was
proposed by Ten:itorial Delegate Stephen B. Elkins to recompense
Armijo and 25 other New Mexicans for their losses. 35 Evidently
the bill failed to pass for the matter was shifted to the Federal
Court of Claims. There it remained in adjudiCation for more than
a decade after Armijo~s death when it became a source of heated
dispute among his heirs. 36 This incident may have dampened the
enthusiasm of the partners in Armijo y Hijo for long-distance
freighting; it is probable that, henceforth, their goods were
brought to New Mexico by others.
Throughout his career Armijo was a hard-working, progressive
farmer and sheepman. In 1860 he purchased for $3,200 an additional 90 acres adjoining his original SO-acre home place north of
Old Town. 37 According to the Federal Census Report made in that
year,Armijo was running 200 cattle and 2,000 sheep for which he
registered a brand with Bernalillo County authorities, one of the
first to be so recorded. He also maintained a small horsecpowered
grist mill, one of 10 or 12 then operating in the county, which in
1860 produced 3,500 pounds of flour and cornmeal. 38 Within 10
years, however; all of these small entrepreneurs had been put out
of business by the large steam-powered mills established by the
Huning brothers in Albuquerque, Jose Leapdro Perea in Bernalillo
and Francisco Chaves in the southern part of the county.39 A
military observer and. self-styled agronomist, Col. James F.
Meline, who traveled through New Mexico in 1866, noted that Armijo was probably the only farmer in New Mexico to spread
manure on his fields, hauling 2,000 loads from his sheep corrals in
that year. He was also among the first to use such innovations as
steel. plows from "the States" and Midwestern seed corn. 40 His orchards and fields were often the subject for admiring news reports
in the local press.
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Soon after Piedad's marriage to Santiago Baca, her parents
began to divide their tangled business assets, a process which took
over 10 years to complete. In August, 1865; Armijo deeded the big
house and large part of the adjoining orchards, vineyards, and
farmlands north of Albuquerque plaza to Dona Nieves for
$10,000, an extremely large sum for that era. 41 At the same time
he began reinvesting in other similar properties nearby, concentrating his purchases at Ranchos de Atrisco west of the Rio
Grande, at San Antonio, Tijeras, and Canoncito de Nuanes in the
mountains east of Albuquerque, at Las Lagunitas south of Barelas
and at Los Duranes north of Old Town. He also acquired locations
near the plaza for new warehouses and living quarters. 42 The census of 1870 indicates that Armijo was not only the largest farmer
in the Albuquerque precinct with 300 acres under cultivation, but
also that his lands were more productive than his neighbors',
growing large crops of wheat, corn, and beans. He was also the
community's largest agricultural employer, with an annual payroll exceeding $4,000.
The 1870 census also indicated that Armijo's sheep increased
from 2,000 to 6,000 head over the previous decade, a period in
which sheep ranching became increasingly attractive. The price
of wool rose from 4¢ a pound F.O.B. Albuquerque in 1862 to 18¢
a pOlmd in 1871. 43 Despite a substantial decline two years later,
profit potential for ranchers running large flocks on the public
domain was very promising. Although there was always the possibility of disastrous losses from Indian raids or unseasonal blizzards, expenses were negligible. A labor-intensive industry, sheep
ranching on the open range required large crews of men for the
lambing and shearing operations and careful supervision of
numerous sheepherders and camp tenders who were constantly
moving the various bands to ensure fresh grazing.
Wages for herders and other laborers were usually $12.00 a
month, with top hands such as the castrador, who castrated
newborn lambs, drawing $15.00. Because Armijo's men were
usually in debt to him for the purchase of shoes, clothing, and
other efectos, actual cash outlays were minimal. Guadalupe
Nuanes, for many years Armijo's mayordomo, was paid the
princely sum of $1.50 a day but provided his own horses. 44 New
Mexico's sheep industry received enthusiastic. support during this
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period from the Albuquerque newspapers, first the Rio Abajo
Weekly, which editorialized on the need for a local wool processing mill, and later by its successor, The Republican Review. This
encouragement was increased in the early 1870s when Review
editor William McGuinness became agent for a Trinidad, Colorado firm which hoped to sell large numbers of purebred Cotswold rams in the Albuquerque area.
True to family tradition, Armijo played an active role in local
politics and civic affairs. Following in the footsteps of his father
and uncles, he held, in 1851-52, the office which the Armijos had
dominated for 30 years, Alcalde of Albuquerque, although it was
then a less prestigious post than in the years of Mexican administration. 45 Ten years later, he was elected Probate Court Clerk and,
in 1867, county treasurer, an office which he held for six years. 46
Other family members ~ho held various county and legislative
positions included brother-in-law Nestor Montoya, brother Jose,
and later, son-in-law Santiago Baca, a substantial demonstration
of political muscle. These offices were not highly remunerative,
but they gave the holders a certain distinction in the community.
More importantly, they provided inside information regarding
real estate transfers and other interesting matters. In 1863 Armijo
was elected president of the Board of Aldermen, the body which
then administered Albuquerque. Under Armijo's leadership the
board issued a tough new code of ordinances designed to make the
town a more desirable place to live. Regulations were passed
which prohibited public drunkenness and enjoined citizens from
relieving themselves in the town or the cemetery. All dead animals
were to be hauled off by their owners and it became illegal to
throw ashes, dirty water or garbage into the street. To provide enforcement, a police magistrate and a town marshal were named
who were empowered to levy fines of from $5.00 to $50.00. 47
Armijo was also a leader in the highly partisan politics of the
day, being in effect the jefe of Albuquerque Republicans in the late
'60s and early '70s. As such, he served as president pro-tempore at
innumerable meetings honoring party dignitaries such as Territorial Congressional Delegates Colonel J. Francisco Chaves and
Stephen B. Elkins. 48 Armijo and his party were staunchly supported by the Republican Review and editor McGuinness, but in
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the spring of 1876, the latter, after much soul-searching,. declared
himself a Democrat. Just before the bitterly contested HayesTilden presidential election, he changed the name of his paper to
The Albuquerque Review and began to champion the local
Democratic ticket. At this astonishing turn of events, several
leading Republicans including Armijo, his brother Jose, brotherin-law Montoya and son-in-law Baca, plus Jose Leandro Perea and
Mariano S. Otero, all cancelled their subscriptions. Rancor,
however, seems to have been foreign to Don Salvador's character.
Naturally convivial, he entertained frequently, notably at a grand
baile given in 1866 to honor Major General John Pope, commander of the Department of the Missouri. 49
Armijo was generous with both time and money in promoting
programs for New Mexico's economic advancement, particularly
those which would assist Albuquerque. In 1865, seeking to combine altruism with possibilities for profit, he joined a group of
local businessmen, including his cousin Cristobal Armijo and
veteran 'merchant Tomas Gonzales, in forming a company to
build a toll bridge across the Rio Grande. 50 The plan was premature, however, and many years elapsed before the river was
spanned by a permanent bridge. Two years later Armijo journeyed to Santa Fe to take part in a large public meeting on (the
plaza called by territorial leaders to encourage the construction of
railroads into New Mexico. Under the chairmanship of Governor
Robert B. Mitchell, the delegates elected Armijo as vice-president.
He was also named to the finance committee together with such
notables as Chief Justice Benedict, General Carleton, Christopher
(Kit) Carson, and Jose Leandro Perea. 51 He also encouraged Albuquerque's early school system, then directed by Jesuit priests, and
was a frequent contributor to church coffers, providing funds for
masses, sermons, and processions, particularly during Holy
Week, 52
In the fall of 1874, Armijo and Nieves Sarracino finally completed the division of their property begun 10 years before, with
Armijo making the stipulation that Santiago Baca be made administrator of Nieves's share. 53 The Baca family moved to Albuquerque from Pecos a few weeks before Christmas and at this time Armijo presented deeds to most of his remaining real estate to his
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sister Placida and daughter Piedad, retaining only his lands at Los
Duranes' and Ranchos de Atrisco. 54 The latter property, which had
been assembled so carefully through the years, was sold in March,
1876 to kinsman Jesus Armijo with the notation in the deed that
$1,650 was still due DofiaNieves. 55 With the coming of the new
year, having thus wiped the slate and prepared for a fresh start,
Don Salvador left Albuquerque to take up residence in Peralta.
There, in addition to supervising his Valencia County stores, he
opened a hotel and "traveler's rest." He was soon advertising road
improvements made on the east bank of the Rio Grande and the
advantages of traveling through his new hometown. To complete
the changes in his life, on August 19, 1875, in a ceremony conducted by District Judge Hezekiah S. Johnson, Armijo married 28year-old Candelaria Garcia, who was to present him with three
daughters-Antonia, Beneranda, and Placida. 56
Little is known of Armijo's activities in Peralta, but after three
years he disposed of his holdings there and returned to Albuquerque, perhaps longing for the amenities of city life. In the spring of
1878, he began building an elaborate house on his property at Los
Duranes with ample facilities for entertaining. Constructed in the
traditional manner around a placita, it featured two large dining
rooms and a sala on one side, with a kitchen, storeroom and everyday dining room toward the rear. Outside were a large corral for
the household livestock, a coach house and porter's lodge. True to
form, Armijo opened a store on the Albuquerque plaza across
from the Centennial Hotel and began to reestablish himself in the
livestock business. He took 10,000 ewes from his old friend Jose
Leandro Perea on partido which he trailed to pastures on the
headwaters of the Colorado Chiquito (little Colorado River) near
St. Johns, Arizona. 57
The spring of 1879 found Armijo in east-central Arizona looking after his livestock when he was suddenly taken ill. He was
taken to the house of Juliana Garcia de Sedillo in EI Arroyo Carrizo, north of St. Johns where he lingered for two weeks until
April 4, 1879, when, surrounded by his foreman Guadalupe
Nuafies, his ward Felipe O'Bannon, and several sheepherders, he
died. 58 His last act was to deed the new house in Los Duranes and a
tract of farmland described as "tierra rica" to Candelaria and his
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small children. As soon as the news reached Albuquerque, Jose Armijo y Ortiz, Salvador's closest relative and probably his friend,
hired a wagon and four men to haul a casket and monument over
the long trail to Arizona to bury his brother. 59
Not surprisingly, Armijo's sudden death left his affairs
somewhat confused. His illness did not prevent him from drafting
a will several days before he died in which he named his widow
and Nestor Montoya as his executors. These two declined to serve,
however, for unknown reasons, and Jesus MariaPerea was named
administrator by Bernalillo County Probate Judge Justo R. Armijo, a distant cousin of the deceased. 60 Perea's appointment was
probably made at the instigation of his father, Jose Leandro Perea,
who not only owned the 10,000 ewes in Arizona but also held
Salvador Armijo's note for $4,000. Settlement of the estate was a
heavy responsibility which involved taking inventory and then
selling all Armijo's remaining goods and livestock, collecting
outstanding obligations and paying off a large number of
creditors. Acting rapidly, Perea conducted an auction of the mer- .
chandise in the Albuquerque store plus 150 horses and mules
gathered from the range which together yielded about $5,000. He
also terminated the sheep operation in Arizona, overseeing the
shearing and the shipping of the wool. The clip was hauled to
Albuquerque where it was ferried across the RiC? Grande and then
conveyed by wagons to loading points at Las Vegas and Otero on
the brand new Santa Fe Railroad whose tracks had been extended
south from Raton Pass in the summer of 1879. 61
Seeing that the debts of the estate would exceed its assets, Perea
attempted to replevin some of the lands which Armijo had given to
Placida and Piedad in 1874, a maneuver blocked by a legal action
brought by Santiago Baca. As a result, it was impossible for the executor to raise sufficient funds to repay all outstanding debts of the
estate. 62 Jose Leandro Perea died with most of his $4,000 note
unrepaid and, in 1890, his son, Jesus Maria, also died with the
matter of Armijo's estate still unresolved..
By the end of the century many changes had come to the Rio
Abajo. Symbolized by the steel rails reaching southward across
the New Mexico plains, a new era was beginning,. one which
Salvador Armijo had anticipated with great excitement. Soon
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Albuquerque would be a very different place with a whole new
town springing up beside the railroad depot a mile and a half east
of the old plaza. Newcomers were challenging the economic and
political power of Armijo's friends and relatives, the clique of
Hispanic dons who had controlled affairs in Albuquerque for so
many years. This was an aspect of the new technology which they
had not expected. Thus, the wool caravan which in the summer of
1879 slowly made its way along the well-worn ruts leading from
Albuquerque toward Las Vegas and points east, was one of the last
of its kind. It marked the end of an era, the end of the Santa Fe
Trail.
There was a postscript, however, which signified that the old
days still had importance. Shortly before the turn of the century,
the federal government gave some indication that it might, at long
last, settle some of the claims for Indian depredations pending for
the past 30 years. Immediately Candelaria Garcia de Armijo and
Santiago Baca entered into a fierce court battle over the administration of the Armijo estate, the only remaining asset of which was
the claim filed long before for the mules slaughtered by the
Kiowas. 63 But the legacy of Salvador Armijo came not from what
little remained of his material wealth. He had helped provide
stability in a period of transition between cultures, making abrasion between native New Mexicans and newcomers from the East
a little less disruptive.
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CALVIN HORN HISTORICAL SCHOLARSHIP
CONTEST NEWS
THE CALVIN HORN HISTORICAL SCHOLARSHIPS are available to New Mexico eleventh and
twelfth graders who have composed worthy essays concerning some aspect of New Mexico's history. Four one-year full tuition scholarships are awarded each year to any New
Mexico state university.
Winners in the 1978 contest were Jacaleen Davis, a senior at Goddard, Roswell; Ruleen
Lazzell of Albuquerque, attending New Mexico State; Curt Moyer of Albuquerque, attending New Mexico State; and Annabelle M. Oczon of Albuquerque, attending UNM. Winning
essays were "Witchcraft and Superstition of Torrence County" by Davis; "Life on the
Homestead: Memories of Minnie A. Crisp" by Lazzell; "The Frank A. Hubbell Company,
Sheep and Cattle" by Moyer; and "Spanish and Bilingual Newspapers in Territorial New
Mexico" ·by Oczon. Alternates were Michael Pierce and Joseph Cox, both seniors at Goddard, Roswell.
The 1979 contest will offer the same rewards to winners. All entries should reach the judges
on or before April I, 1979. The following rules apply:
a. Students must be enrolled in an accredited New Mexico public or private high
school in the eleventh or twelfth grades during the school year 1978-1979.
b. Subject matter for the essay is not limited, except that it must pertain to the history
of New Mexico as defined by the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW (see inside
front cover).
c. The essay should not exceed 3,500 words and should conform to the style of the
NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW. The essay should also include a bibliography.
d. The essay should reflect the student's own research into original sources and
should expose new information or give a new viewpoint on previously considered subjects. Resource material may include documentary evidence, oral interviews, and
other generally accepted sources of historical data.
e. Entries postmarked no later than April I, 1979, should be sent to Calvin Horn
Historical Scholarship Contest, NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, Mesa Vista
1013, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 87131.
f. Entries will be judged by members of the staff and editorial boards of the REVIEW
based on historical scholarship and quality of presentation. Winners will be announced before June I, 1979, and in a subsequent number of the NEW MEXICO
HISTORICAL REVIEW.
One or more Seminars devoted to the methodology of historical presentation will be announced in the near future. Students and their faculty sponsors will be invited to attend.
For information call 277-5839.

THE SPANISH PASSION PLAY IN NEW MEXICO
AND COLORADO

THOMAS J. STEELE, S.J.

AT LEAST as early as the mid-nineteenth century and until the
present day, people of certain Spanish towns from Tome north to
southern Colorado performed all or part of a folk passion play.
The present article surveys accounts of the passion play, points out
its basic structure, and speculates about its place in the wider New
Mexican religious and historic picture.
In saying that the townspeople performed the passion play, I do
not treat the majority of penitential rituals proper to the Cofradia
de Nuestro Padre Jesus, though at times I briefly refer to the more
public and non~penitential dramatizations the Penitente Brothers
staged. Readers interested in pursuing the question of Penitente activities in parallel with the passion plays are referred to the best of
the standard works on the Brotherhood of Our Father Jesus. l Also
omitted are passion plays outside of the New Mexico cultural area,
such as those in Texas and Mexico. 2
The passion play in New Mexico and Colorado grew or dwindled
in proportion to the people's (and the priest's) devotion or lack of
it, but since the essential structure which it always retained was
that of the stations of the cross, a word about that devotion is in
order here. The stations of the cross are a set of fourteen tableaux
for prayer and contemplation, which regularize and specify the
scriptural accounts of the last earthly hours of Jesus.
The devotion of the stations enables the faithful, by identifying
themselves through ritual and mediation with the sacred places of
the passion of Christ, to become contemporary with the sacred
time of his saving death. Perhaps the principal emphasis on space
as psychologically prior to time especially recommended the devo0028-6206/78/0700-0239$02.10/0
© Regents, University of New Mexico
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tion of the stations of the cross to the heavily Indian New Mexicans, for in the Indian mind space normally holds priority over
time as the arena of God's gracious dealings with mankind. 3 The
Franciscan missionaries carried the devotion to New Mexico,
where they had the entire care of the colony through its earlier
years and implanted their own Christ-centered and passioncentered spirituality.
A majority of the episodes represented in the stations are specifically in the gospel accounts-Pilate's condemnation of Jesus to
death, his carrying his own cross (John 19: 17), Simon of Cyrene's
being made to assist him (Mark 15:21), Jesus' meeting with the
holy women of Jerusalem (Luke 23:27-31), the stripping and nailing of Christ to the cross, his death, and the deposition and burial
of his dead body. There are in addition three stations created by
logical enough interpolation-Jesus' three falls (remaining from
the earlier seven) during the journey; another station that is not
far-fetched-the meeting with his mother, who would shortly be
standing beneath his cross (John 19:25), and a station that is
merely Christian folklore- Veronica's compassionate wiping of
Christ's face with her veil and receiving an imprint of his face
upon it. The better-equipped churches would have had sets of
these stations, and they provided a narrative sequence, a sort of
unwritten scenario that everyone would have understood, to tie
the passion play together with a minimum of explanatory dialogue
needed. The prayers of the stations, which would have been
recited by a priest if one were available and by any layperson if
one were not, would have further served to let everyone know exactly what point in the well-known sequence had been reached. 4
Further to reinforce the dramatic frame provided by the stations, a great many of the alabados, the hymns without which no
Spanish religious ceremony proceeds, follow the passion in the
manner of ballads, often with one stanza for each station, and
often enough including a certain amount of dialogue to augment
the dramatic character of the performance. In Laurence Lee's
early account of Penitente practices, he includes two alabados
which he entitles "La Pasi6n del Senor" and "La Pasi6n (Part 2)";
the first of these, often called from its opening lines "Mi Dios y Mi
Redentor," is widely known as "La Pasi6n" perhaps because its
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refrain is "Por tu pasion, Jesus mio, '/ Abrasadme en vuestro
amor- Through your passion, my Jesus, embrace me in your
love." The secondalabado is "Pues Padeciste Por Amor Nuestro."
And· both hymns are largely structured upon the stations of the
cross-as indeed, many other alabados about the passion are as
'Yell. 5
The primary purpose of the passion plays was never dramatic
excellence; instead it was always the involvement of the people,
both performers and congregation, in a gripping religious ceremony. By cutting spoken lines to a minimumand drawing the congregation away from aesthetic contemplation and into reciting
prayers of the stations of the cross and singing the alabados
characterized by narrative structures and portions of the dialogue
of the sacred personages themselves, the New Mexico passion play
erased as nearly as it could the distinction between actors and audience. It joined them all into a performance which, while it did
not fail to be a play, displayed the features of a religious
ceremony.
In treating surviving accounts of these New Mexican passion
plays, I will begin with the Santa Fe performances, then move
south and swing around the compass. W. W. H. Davis, in El Gringo, describes three processions that took place in Santa Fe on Holy
Thursday and Good Friday sometime during the early 1850s:
A large assemblage collected in the Paroqu{a, or parish church,
where appropriate services were celebrated by the bishop, whence
a .long procession afterward issued, which marched around the
Plaza and through some of the principal streets. A large wooden
cross, carried upon the shoulders of the Savior, headed the procession. It was surrounded by a band of women with candles in the
hand, intended to represent the ten virgins. In addition, there was a
goodly array of carved images, including the Virgin Mary, Mary
Magdalen, and Saint John. After making the circuit of the town,
they returned to the church whence they had started. The following
day, being Good Friday, another procession started from the
parish church, but somewhat different in its appointments from the
previous one. It ~as preceded by a man mounted on a horse, intended to represent a centurion, who was surrounded by a Roman
guard armed with spears, forming as villainous-looking a group as
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I had seen for a long time. The horse was led by two grooms,
dressed in the same garb as the guard, who, to make him prance
and show off in good style, pricked him constantly with short
goads. Then came the dead body of Christ in an open coffin, on
which were a number of small wooden images, with the usual accompaniment of saints and priests, and, while they marched, a
choir of boys sang sacred music. The exercise closed with service in
the church, and a torch-light procession in the evening. 6

What Davis described over a hundred years ago in the capital city
were portions of a passion play apparently dislocated by a few
hours from the usual schedule of the smaller villages by official
church services in the cathedral, where anticipated matins and
lauds of the Friday breviary would have constituted the Latin
Tenebrae of Holy Thursday afternoon and thus commemorated
the death of Christ nearly twenty-four hours early. Hence the
bulto of Christ on the cross and other statues accompanying it in
the Thursday procession would have been the main figures of the
first twelve stations of the Way of the Cross; the "band of women
with candles in the hand, intended to represent the ten virgins,"
were surely meant to be understood as the holy women of Jerusalem whom Jesus encountered at the eighth station. The first
Good Friday procession Davis saw centered around the deposition
of the dead body of Jesus from the cross and the carrying of his
body to its place of burial, stations thirteen and fourteen. The Friday evening service was certainly the Serm6n de la Soledad, a talk
on the bereaved mother of Christ, preceded by hymns and followed by a second procession in which the people carried the
bulto of Nuestra Senora de la Soledad through the streets and sang
more hymns. These. three processions that Davis so uncomprehendingly witnessed form the axis of the passion playas performed in New Mexico and the middle procession, that of the
deposition and burial, seems to have been its very nub.
Passion plays in many of the villages of New Mexico were more
elaborate than that in Santa Fe, partly, perhaps, because of constant participation by the laity. From the end of the eighteenth
century or the beginning of the nineteenth, there were chapters of
a confraternity of Spanish Catholic laymen in most villages of cen-
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tral and northern New Mexico and southern Colorado. Members
of this Brotherhood (the Penitentes) took charge of the public
religious services in villages without a priest and even after an ordained priest arrived, the brothers played a large part in Holy
Week observances. In Tome, for example, a village in the Rio Abajo thirty miles below Albuquerque, a priest had been on hand
since 1821, but the Hermandad still directed Holy Week processions into the 1830s. From all available evidence, residents of
Tome performed the most complete set of episodes, and by some
good luck the passion play there was frequently recorded. It was
mentioned in the earliest surviving accounts of such plays (1776);
described the earliest by a newcomer from the United States,
Josiah Gregg, in the 1830s, who recorded the continuing participation of the Penitentes; studied with care by a trained
observer, Florence Hawley Ellis, in the 1940s and '50s; and
documented with a movie and a set of scenarios, scripts, and
precis of sermons that make it the only American folk passion play
of which the text survives. 7
Josiah Gregg showed little more understanding of the Tome
ceremony than Davis had demonstrated concerning Santa Fe, but
with a lot more good will. As John E. Englekirk remarks, "Gregg's
phrasing [in the following passage], 'my attention was arrested,'
does leave room for speculation on the possibility that the parti~ular procession he describes was but a phase of a larger
ceremony that might well have been an actual reenactment of the
dramatic moments of the Passion."8 Gregg wrote:
It has been customary for great malefactors to propitiate Divine
forgiveness by a cruel sort of penitencia, which generally takes
place during the Semana Santa. I once chanced to be in the town of
Tome on Good Friday, when my attention was arrested by a man
almost naked, bearing, in imitation of Simon, a huge cross upon his
shoulders, which, though constructed of the lightest wood, must
have weighed over a hundred pounds. The long end dragged upon
the ground, as we have seen it represented in sacred pictures, and
about the middle swung a stone of immense dimensions, appended
there for the purpose of making the task more laborious. Not far
behind followed another equally destitute of clothing, with his
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whole body wrapped in chains and cords, which seemed buried in
the muscles, and which so cramped and confined him that hewas
scarcely able to keep pace with the procession. The person who
brought up the rear presented a still more disgusting aspect. He
walked along with a patient and composed step, while another
followed close behind belaboring him lustily with a whip, which he
flourished with all the satisfaction of an amateur; but as the lash
was pointed only with a tuft of untwisted sea-grass, its application
merely served to keep open the wounds upon the patient's back,
which had been scarified, as I was informed, with the keen edge of
a flint, and was bleeding most profusely. The blood was kept in
perpetual flow by the stimulating juice of certain herbs, carried by
a third person, into which the scourger frequently dipped his lash.
Although the actors in this tragical farce were completely muffled,
yet they were well known to many of the by-standers, one of whom
assured me that they were three of the most notorious rascals in the
country. By submitting to this species of penance, they annually
received complete absolution of their past year's sins, and, thus
"purified," entered afresh on the old career of wickedness and
crime. 9

In some of the Penitente moradas during those years, the Hermandad enacted portions of the passion narrative during the
earlier Fridays of Lent, privately and for their own edification, but
using a statue for the part of Christ and leaving appointment of a
human representative for the final ceremonies on Good Friday. In
Tome, it is known that Fr. Jean-Baptiste Ralliere, pastor from
1858 to 1911, contrived to separate the Penitentes from the pas,sion play, allowing them only to prostrate themselves at the doorway of the church on Wednesday evening of Holy Week, humbly
permitting the faithful to tread on them when entering. 10
.
As it eventually developed under Raillere's direction and in succeeding years down to 1955, when it was last performed, the
Tome passion play began with this Wednesday evening Tinieblas
ceremony and the capture and imprisonment of Jesus on Thursday. The Procesi6n de Las Tres Caidas on Friday morning
dramatized stations one to nine of the Way of the Cross, El Serm6n
del Descendimiento in the afternoon dramatized stations ten to
fourteen, and El Serm6n de la Soledad commemorated the be-
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reaved mother with a sermon and procession in the evening. After
a very brief enactment on Holy Saturday at the time of the Gloria
of the mass, the ceremonies ended with a procession of the Risen
Christ meeting hts mother on Easter Sunday morning; this last
ceremony is found in New Mexico only in Tome and San Miguel,
and may be assumed to be an addition of the French priests
Ralliere and Fayet to the passion-centered spirituality of the New
Mexico Spanish.
In addition to what has been mentioned, Florence Hawley Ellis
notes a bit o(dialogue spoken by Judas: " 'dCudnto me dan y yo se
le entriego?' (What will you give me if I deliver him?) asks Judas
craftily, listening to the long discussion with the Romans. The
leader considers the offer, debates-and then money changes
hands and the players disappear as the spectators push into the
church." J. D. Robb adds in his Hispanic Folk Songs of New Mexico that on Thursday afternoon "the villagers rush into the church
shouting, while firearms are discharged out~ide. They then take
out the effigy of Judas and hang it.';]] Getting the Procesi6n de
Tres Caidas off to a rousing start the next morning was the floridly
impressive Sentencia pronounced by Pilate; in addition to the
three versions published in Holy Week in Tome, there 'is another
published i~ 1878 by Re~istaCat6lica"

.SENTENCE OF DEATH
Pronounced by Pontius Pilate upon Our Lord Jesus Christ
In the seventeenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar, on the
twenty-second day after the ides of March, in the Holy City of
Jerusalem, while Annas and Caiphas are the priest~ making sacrifice to God.
Pontius Pilate, Governor of Lower Galilee, sitting on the
presidential seat of the Pretorium:
I sentence Jesus of Nazareth to die on a cross between two
thieves, in accordance with the solemn and manifest witn~ss of the
people that 1 0 Jesus is a seducer; 2 0 he is seditious; 3 0 he is an
enemy of the Law; 4 0 he falsely styles himself Son of God; 50 he
falsely styles himself King of Israel; 6 he entered into the Temple
followed by a multitude holding palm-branches in their hands.
0
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I order the principal centurion Quirilus Cornelius to lead him to
the place of execution.
I forbid any person be he poor or rich to impede the death of
Jesus.
The witnesses who validate the sentence against Jesus are 1 0
Daniel Robani, pharisee; 2 0 Juan Zorobatel; 3 0 Rafael Robani; and
4 Capeto, a publican.
Jesus should go out of the city by the gate called "Struene."12
0

For a few years after the complete Tome play was suspended,
attempts to continue at least the stations of the cross on the Cerro
de Tome, a volcanic cone in the vicinity of the village; this service
lapsed after a few years, to be revived in 1975, enlarged for the
Bicentennial, and continued in 1977 and 1978 because "it proved
to be a good thing and the people liked it." In these latter years the
"piadosa practica" became even more ambitious, with the parts
of Christ, Mary, the esposas benignas (who help "embalm" the
body), and the other participants taken by various persons of the
vicinity, except that the venerable "Sangre de Cristo" crucifix
took over for the twelfth and following stations. Following the
capture, the action closely followed the fourteen stations, repeating in our own day the probable origin of the New Mexican passion play more than two centuries ago. 13
In Albuquerque's San Felipe church, the ceremony of the deposition and the procession of burial are still performed annually on
Good Friday evening. There is evidence from the last century that
these are remnants of a slightly Juller set of presentations. For example, in the surviving book of Sunday announcements of the first
years of the long Jesuit tenure at San Felipe, the people were told
on Palm Sunday, 1869:
The sermon of the Imprisonment will be preached at seven in the
evening on Thursday. Friday, the ceremonies will begin at ninethe sermon on the Holy Burial will be preached at three in the
afternoon. After the sermon there will be a procession in which the
image of the Holy Burial is carried through the plaza. At seven Friday night the sermon to Our Lady of Solitude will be preached. I '

There is further information on Passion Sunday in 1873, when
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three sermons are listed together with their sponsors, and named
as "the sermon on the imprisonment of Our Lord for Thursday
afternoon. . . the sermon of the Three Falls on Good Friday. . .
the sermon on the Three Hours of Agony for Good Friday afternoon." The next year there is a listing of four sermons though with
no times stated; the announcements add, "On Holy Thursday
afternoon the solemnity of the Washing of the Feet will be held."15
The 'Palm Sunday 1873 announcement of ceremonies is the
most informative single entry:
The Holy Week devotions will be held this year as is customary
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday. On Holy Thursday, after Mass,
Our Lord will be deposited in the Holy Urn and will remain there
until Good Friday. We urge the visits to the Urn. On Holy Thursday afternoon at four will be held the procession, devotion and sermon .of the imprisonment of Our Lord through the devotion of
William Eront and Fritz Greinning. At night, watch and singing of
the Stabat Mater at the Holy Urn.
On Good Friday, after Our Lord has been taken out of the
Sacred Urn, the procession, devotion and sermon on the Three
Falls will be held through the devotion of Don Ambrosio Armijo.
That same afternoon a procession will be held, devotion and sermon on the Three Hours of Agony of Our Lord through the devotion of Don Salvador Armijo. Catechism this afternoon. Girls who
wish to participate in the procession-Black dresses of mourningcleanliness of the streets-candles for the Urn-confessions on
Wednesday and Holy Saturday especially.-On Holy Saturday
blessing of the baptismal font, of the Easter candle and the Mass of
Glory. Sunday we celebrate the solemnity of Easter Resurrection. 16

The sermon of Nuestra Senora de la Soledad receives no mention,
but the part of the passion play commemorating the imprisonment
and the entire cycle of the stations does seem to remain; and since
there are four sermons the next year, the likelihood is that the service was performed in 1873 as well.
Revista Catolica offers a brief description of the 1875 services:
"Albuquerque-The ceremonies of Holy Week were performed
with great precision and correctness. There were the singing of the
office of Tenebrae, five sermons, and two processions in honor of
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the passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ. The crowd was huge and the
communions numerous." The next year, the Albuquerque Republican Review said:
Holy Week: The past week being the last of the lenten season, and
on account of its commemorating the Passion and Death of our
Divine Redeemer, is generally called among Christians Holy or
Passion Week, was celebrated here with the imposing ceremonies
usual on so solemn a festival. On Thursday the parish church was
decorated and the services commenced with solemn high mass followed by a procession. On Friday the gospel according to St. John
[18:1-40; 19:1-42] was sung by Revs. Father Persone, Ravel, and
Capilupi, S.J.; at its conclusion Rev. R. Baltassarre, S.J. preached
an eloquent sermon on the three prostrations or occasions when
our Redeemer fell beneath the load of the cross on his way to mount
Calvary. The Rev. gentleman showed the significance of those falls
and proved their authenticity. In conclusion, he exhorted his
hearers to repentance and an avoidance of those sins in the future
which entailed upon the Son of God such overwhelming sufferings
upon earth. In the afternoon another sermon was preached by Rev.
C. Persone and afterwards a procession was formed that passed
through the principal thoroughfares. The infant children, all girls,
that composed one of the choirs attracted considerable notice, both
on account of their appearance and the excellent style in which
they chanted the hymns and responses set apart for them. . . . At
8 p.m. another sermon was given by Fr. Ravel, and during the rest
of the night a number of persons remained in the church, spending
the time in devout contemplation. Today, the glorious resurrection
will be commemorated and tomorrow, the services for this Lent
will be concluded. 1 7

Thus, to sum up, the San Felipe de Neri ceremonies during the
period, besides the usual masses of Holy Week, probably went like
this: Thursday afternoon-washing of feet, capture and imprisonment, sermon and procession; Friday morning-'-first nine stations
enacted during a procession, sermon following; Friday afternoon
-sermon and procession of Nuestra Senora de La Soledad. As all
accounts make clear, at every opportunity the people would have
sung alabadosappropriate to Holy Week-narrative hymns retelling events of the p~ssion, often structured from the stations.
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The deposition and burial are still performed each Good Friday
evening at San Felipe. These enactments take place during the
devotion of the Way of the Cross, and consist of a sermon by the
priest after the twelfth stations followed by acting out of the thirteenth and fourteenth stations. Eight men, whose roles have
passed down from father to son through the years, remove the lifesized Santo Entierro from a tall cross that is erected at the front of
the sanctuary, backed by a large black curtain, and dominating
the church from the time of the worshipper's entrance. Seven men
steady the cross, the bulto, arid a ladder leaning against the back
of the cross, while an eighth man ascends. He removes the crown
of thorns, arranges a long white cloth between the hinged arms of
the bulto and the arms of the cross so that it passes in frorit of the
chest, removes the nails from the hands, and then lowers the statue
into the arms of some of the men below. They place it into the
open coffin, aided by two black-clad women whose roles, similarly to those of. the men, have passed down from' mother ~o
daughter through the generations; these arrange the limbs, the
draperies, and flowers with which it is decorated. Then the eight
men lift the coffin to their shoulders' and bear it from the church
for a torch-light proc«:;.ssion around Old Town Plaza, accompanied
by the entire congregation singing hymns; they finally return it to
the head of the main aisle for the remaining prayers of the stations
and a concluding ceremony, during which members of the congregation file forward to revere the five wounds by kissing them
and touching their rosaries and other pious objects to them. ls
To the west of the Rio Abajo towns of Tome and Albuquerque
lie the Spanish villages of Cebolleta, Cubero, San Rafael, and San
Mateo; the first two are north of Laguna reservation, the last north
and west of the great massif of Mount Taylor, Monte de San
Mateo. Revista Catolica published a "Communique" from Jose
Rafael Marquez describing the Seboyeta (current spelling:
Cebblleta) passiontide services of 1887:
The ceremonies of the last three days of Holy Week were celebrated
here this year with imposing solemnities according to the traditional manner, that is to say, with the Centurion, the Executioners,
Judas, etc., etc. Everyone playedhis role to perfection. With dona-
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tions from Don Jose Gonzales, Don Jose Rafael Marquez, the
Brothers of the Third Order of Saint Francis, and the town, the five
Pasos were preached by the Reverend Pastor Don J. B. Brun amidst
the tears and sighs of the people who filled the sacred edifice. On
Holy Thursday and Easter Sunday the number of communions surpassed any previous concourse at the Eucharistic table. 19

Laurence F. Lee's photos, which illustrate his 1910 bachelor's
thesis at the University of New Mexico, show portions of a ceremonial enacted in 1908 at San Rafael, south of Grants, under
Penitente auspices. "Jewish soldiers" wearing loosefitting masks
and hats and carrying staves march toward the Calvario, which
seems to be in the town plaza. They hang an effigy of Judas, and
then as they carry the Christ-effigy toward the cross, Veronica
meets it, wipes its face with her veil, and turns to the people to
display the veil and show the countenance of the Savior printed
thereon. Dorothy Woodward's 1935 Yale dissertation contains
eight photos taken by Harriet Mayfield of the Los Angeles Times
in San Mateo in 1925; the photos show one of the Penitente
brothers carrying the cross along a roadway marked into "stations" by temporary wooden crosses. At a Calvario near the
morada he and two other men are tied to crosses which have platforms for them to stand on. There is in addition a pair of photos
showing preparations for burning a Judas effigy. Woodward's text
borrows Harriet Mayfield's description:
The Friday procession, as witnessed in San Mateo, 1925, took
place in the afternoon. Issuing from the morada, the Pitero
(Flutist), whose music was weird and penetrating, began to play.
Three young girls, in white confirmation robes, led the march going forward on their knees. Each one carried a platter on which
there were a crown of thorns, a hammer, and a reed, some of the instruments of the Passion which were to be used later in the crucifixion. Following them were St. Veronica and the three Marys. The
Christus, bound and weary from the blows of the crowd, was
brought out of the morada by the Roman soldiers. They placed on
his shoulder a heavy cross the weight which bent him down. He
took his place in the procession and was followed by more Penitentes carrying an image of Christ also in bonds. They marched
from the morada up the canyon and back to the morada where the
crucifixion was to take place. 20
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One time only, also in 1925, the town of Cubero, east of Grants,
put on the Deposito under the direction of a man from San Mateo,
almost certainly a member of the Penitente chapter there, and
with the local sponsorship of the Cubero chapter. According to the
recollection of witnesses today, the Cubero presentation was
similar to that in Tome, with the use of statues, actors on
horseback (Pilate and his two attendants, for instance), and outdoor scenes; the Last Supper was enacted outside the church, the
temple scene at the morada, the judgment scene at Alfonso
Chavez's house, and some other scene at the schoolhouse. Fr.
Robert Kalt, O.F.M., served as narrator and spoke the part of
Christ, Frank Chavez acted the part of John the Baptist, and there
may have been an episode in which Judas read a comic "last will
and testament"; observers recall that there were some "papers"
which served as a script. 21
In the Taos area to the north there have been two portions of the
passion play which are performed by Penitentes of different villages publicly and for edification of the faithful. The first takes
place in Ranchos de Taos; it has been described several times by
Mary Austin, occasionally by newspaper articles, and recently by
the doctoral dissertation of Harold Nelson Ottaway. Mrs. Austin's
various descriptions may be gathered together and summarized
thus: Put on by the men from three moradas and their womenfolk,
the play prior to World War I took place in three parts, the
capture on Wednesday evening, the first nine stations on Thursday
afternoon, the last five stations on Friday afternoon. After the
war, at least for a while, the play was performed all at one time,
Friday afternoon. The procession was led by a cantador (cantor)
and a rezador (reader of prayers); four young women carried the
statue of Mary on an andas, and a man pulled the carreta de la
muerte. Various persons acted the parts of the centurion, the three
Marys (who carried lanterns), and the soldiers, and one man
played both Caiphas and Pontius Pilate. At the place representing .
Calvary there were three crosses; the Santo Entierro was removed
from its coffin, hung upon the central cross, removed, and replaced in the coffin. Mrs. Austin speculated that the play may
have developed from the passion play of Tzintzuntzan, Mexico. 22
But by the early fifties, though the Penitente Brotherhood of Ranchos de Taos still performed the play in the patio of the morada, it
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had dwindled to "the reading of the story of }esus'last hours on
the cross, interspersed by chants and songs," and a procession
shown by photos in the Mazzullas' collection. 23
Twenty years later, however, Harold Ottaway witnessed the
Ranchos morada's revived and restored ceremonies for three years
(1972-74) and composed a very graphic and observant account of
the public rituals of the passion:
On the morning of Good Friday there is a procession that once
again leaves from the morada and proceeds to the cross at Calvary.
The older women carry a santo of the Virgin Mary, and one of the
little girls dressed in black (Veronica) carries a white cloth that is
folded once, and she is careful to hold it so the ends are in her hands
and the fold is towards the ground. The pitero and drummer are
present, as are the mayor, rezador, and the remaining Brothers.
One of the Brothers again carries the life-size wooden Cristo, but
on this day a white robe has been secured around the Cristo's body
and the black cross that was carried in yesterday's procession is today tied to the Cristo's shoulder. One of the Brothers wears a white
sheet wrapped around his upper torso and head, in the style of a
toga. Carrying a long wooden spear, this Brother is costumed to
resemble a Roman soldier who is guarding Christ en route to His
crucifixion. In addition to the spear, he carries the end of a rope
that is wound around the large Cristo and the cross that is tied to
the Cristo's shoulder. . . .
Once the procession reaches Calvary the participants form a half
circle in front of the cross. . . .
The rezador and mayor assume positions near the Brother who is
still holding the large Cristo and when the correct passages are
found in the copybook the rezador begins to read. Passages are
read from the Bible and the first nine stations of the cross are
described. . . . At various stages in the reading, such as after the
fourth station, in which Jesus meets His Blessed Mother. . . . the
person holding the Virgin Mary santo steps forward and holds the
santo with outstretched arms as the man bearing the large Cristo
allows it to lean forward in order to make brief contact with the
statue of the Virgin Mary. In each case there is a reenactment of the
appropriate station of the cross. The sixth station involves the little
girls who are dressed in black to represent Veronica. They step forward and as Jesus moves through the crowds on His way to cruci-
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fixion, the little girl who has been holding the white cloth reaches
up and wipes the sweat from His face. She then drops one end of the
cloth, revealing the image of Christ's face that has appeared on the
cloth. Everyone present privately meditates on the Passion of
Christ as the stations are dramatized before them.
After the rezador completes his readings from the large
copybook, everyone moves around the large cross, many kissing it
as they go by. The procession then travels slowly back to the
morada yard along the winding, rocky road. 24

Here, as usual, the Friday morning ceremony dramatizes, using
the Jesus Nazareno bulto, the part of the passion covered by the
first nine of the stations of the cross. The Ranchos ceremony is different from most of the rest in that the various stations are
depicted not in different places along the processional route but
instead atthe Calvario..
.
After a break for lunch and the early afternoon s.ervice at the
Ranchos church, the morada ceremonies resume in midafternoon
and present the final five stations, jlsing another bulto:
A rope has been stretched between the north and south walls of .
the morada yard and placed over this rope are several white sheets
that serve as curtains. These are arranged toward the center of the
rope, so that the outer edges of the courtyard are still visible.
Behind these curtains a large black plank cross has been erected
and upon it has been tied a life-size image of Christ. The body of
the crucifix has. leather joints where the arms attach to the torso,
thereby permitting an even more realistic pose. This statue, known
as Jesus Entierro, is not the same one that has been carried in the
previous processions. Near the altar room door a coffin rests on its
bier. . . .
The mayor looks on as the rezador reads prayers from the
copybook. The Book of John is quoted, as are some of the stations of
the cross. At one dramatic point the curtains are pulled open to
reveal ". . . oUf Lord on 'the cross" as the rezador reads John
19:32-34:
So the soldiers came and broke the legs ~f the first, and of the
other who had been crucified with him; but when they came to
Jesus and saw that he w~s already dead, they did not break his
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legs. But one of the soldiers pierced his side with a spear, and at
once there came out blood and water.
At this moment a Brother dressed as the Roman soldier and
carrying a long wooden spear steps forward and pierces the right
side 6f Jesus. This great Cristo presents a realistically carved side
wound complete with painted blood gushing from the opening. It is
at this point that the spear touches the Christ figure.
The thirteenth station of the cross is recounted and "His body is
taken down from the cross." Two Brothers assist each other as they
remove the title "I.N.R.I." (Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews) at
the top of the cross. There are three Veronicas standing nearby, one
of whom steps forward to receive the "I.N.R.I." sign. The rezador
at this time continues with the narration and at the appropriate
moment the crown of thorns is removed and given to a second
young girl. The narrative proceeds and then the Brothers carefully
remove the nails (bolts with the heads painted black and the shanks
painted a bright red) from the Cristo's hands and feet. These are
presented to the third Veronica. The men then untie the black
pieces of cloth that have been lashed around the Cristo's arms to
secure Him to the cross. As they do this a third man holds the figure
firmly around its waist, so that it does not fall. Once all· of the
restraints are removed, the two Brothers gently lower the Cristo
and carry Him to the table placed near the altar room door. After
further reading by the rezador, the Cristo is placed inside the coffin
and the lid is closed. "Our Lord is dead."
The final procession is formed and all, including those friends
who have been invited to see the dramatization, walk along
together. . . . The bier is carried by four Brothers and the pitero
and drummer offer the accompaniment for the Brothers who sing
the alabados. The Brother who is dressed as the Roman soldier also
walks along with the procession, as do the three little girls, still
dressed in black, who represent Veronica. This is a solemn procession and the participants often walk with their heads bowed in
meditation and prayer. As Calvary is reached the Brothers gently
touch, sometimes genuflecting in reverence, and kiss the cross.
Many of the others who follow will touch the cross and then cross
themselves. After everyone has passed by Calvary, two Brothers
step out of line and work the cross loose from the earth. Once it is
free, the cross is hoisted to the shoulders of one of the men and he
quickly proceeds to the front of the procession as it makes its way
back to the morada. 25
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The multiple black-clad Veronicas are a departure from the
usual arrangement in the South and West; though in the presentations of the play in Tome, San Mateo, and San Miguel del Bado,
there are a number of young women who hold the nails, crown of
thorns, and so forth, they are dressed white though Veronica is
not. Arroyo Seco follows the same pattern as Ranchos de Taos, as
Weigle makes clear, with five girls from nine to thirteen years old
chosen to be Las Veronicas. 26
Considering the relatively small number of persons in the territory with time and aptitude for writing, it is striking how consistent are the accounts given of passion plays and the number that
exist. In addition to the examples cited, there are descriptions of
ceremonies in Arroyo Hondo, by Cleofas Jaramillo; of plays in the
San Luis Valley, in Medio and Conejos; and in eastern New Mexico, in La Cuesta (now Villanueva) and in San Miguel del Bado,
near Las Vegas. The ceremony has survived in many places to the
present day, drawing the faithful and the curious, and is actually
reviving in importance in parishes where it has been dormant for
decades. 27
In the light of surviving documentation of past performances
and the living witness of ceremonies still performed, we can
become more specific about the central structure of the New Mexico passion play. At the very basis are the stations of the cross,
especially as reinforced at key points by the sorrowful mysteries of
the rosary and the last four of the seven sorrows of Mary. The most
important moments are the meeting of Mary and Jesus on the via
dolorosa (the fourth station and the fourth sorrow), Jesus' death on
the cross (the twelfth station and the fifth sorrow), the deposition
(the thirteenth station and the sixth sorrow), and the burial (the
fourteenth station and the seventh sorrow). Thus the very core of
the play is made up of Encuentro, Crucifixion, Descendimiento,
and Entierro; the Prendimiento stands in the next order of importance before the beginning of the stations as the Soledad stands
after the end. As to the essential techniques of performance,
statues take the parts of Jesus, Mary, and John the Apostle while
human actors take the other parts, the most coveted being that of
the centurion on his dancing horse; the verbal dimension of the
play-the "book"-takes less the form of dialogue than that of
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hymns, devotional prayers of the stations, and sermons if a priest
is available. And finally, in keeping with the lingering medievalism of Franciscan New Mexico, the theological emphasis of the
passion play-as of the New Mexican Spanish soul-is not on the
resurrection of Christ but on his passion.
The stations of the cross were popularized during the first half
of the eighteenth century; brought to New Mexico by the Spanish
and Mexican Franciscans, they were readily and even eagerly accepted since they answered needs posed by the absence of the Mass
on Good Friday even in a parish having a priest and by the thirst
of the New Mexican people for involvement in some sort of dramatization of the central Christian event. For despite the disastrous
character of the death of the God-man as it is viewed objectively,
the event (when viewed subjectively as the redemption of Christians for their sins) calls for involvement not just for individuals
but for a whole village of persons who have their main identification on the village level. 28 Hence the dramatic, ceremonial, and
communal form of the Spanish New Mexican passion playas it
developed in the second half of the eighteenth century; and hence
also the paradox that for purposes of ceremonial identification it
does not matter whether one has involved himself or herself as a
friend of Christ-as Simon of Cyrene, Veronica, the holy women
of Jerusalem, or an angelita-or as an enemy, as Barabbas, Pilate,
a Roman soldier, a Pharisee, or even Judas himself. The important
thing is that one has become involved, has helped, whether as actor or as singing and praying member of the congregation, to perform the cosmogonic event of the Christian world.
Casting back overthe dates of the passion plays of which there
is mention, we see that apart from Dominguez's note and Gregg's
and Davis's descriptions that accounts come from the seventies
and eighties of the last century except for the Conejos occurrences
which lasted into the nineties and the Ranchos de Taos, Tome, and
San Felipe ceremonies which have survived into our own day.
At the beginning of the sequence, it appears that the records of
the passion play note something that the people of the area took
for granted, and that it was outsiders who found the ceremonies
remarkable-Dominguez, Gregg, and Davis. Further, the greater
number of accounts derive from the Italian Jesuits who acted as
pastors in Albuquerque and Conejos and left descriptions in house
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diaries, the Jesuits from the College of Las Vegas who helped in
nearby parishes during Holy Week and wrote accounts of what
they had seen, and the Jesuit editors of Revista Cat6lica who
published notices of religious doings sent in t~ them from around
the territory. Since the Jesuits arrived in New Mexico in 1867,
their contribution to the historical record began as promptly as
could be hoped.
At the other end of the sequence, in the 1880s, we find a very
rapid decline of accounts from New Mexico, apparently due less to
a disinterest in New Mexican customs on the part of persons who
would have noted the passion plays than to a decline and disappearance of the plays themselves. But the Conejos plays continued in the Denver diocese, if only for a short while longer,
suggesting that perhaps the presence of Archbishop Salpointe in
Santa Fe may have brought many of the New Mexico plays to
their conclusion. Salpointe was a determined enemy of the
Penitentes, and it could be that during his regime anything that
smacked of New Mexico folk religion, such as the passion play,
was put aside in favor of official services and French and Italian
devotional practices like the parish missions which the Jesuits
preached so diligently every Lent, especially every Holy Week,
with their heavy emphasis on frequent confession and regular attendance at mass. It could be that there is a document to this effect
slumbering in some diocesan or parish archive; it could be that no
such document ever existed, that the passion plays were never
taken seriously enough by the hierarchy to bring them to compose
such a letter. It could be, indeed, that the passion plays were
simply the victims of the increasing influx of Anglos into the territories, the increased availability of mass and confession in the
Spanish villages, and the consequent reluctance of the inhabitants
in many areas to perform a laborious and time-consuming set of
ceremonies for which the original need had vanished-or had
seemed to vanish.
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11. Ellis, "Passion Play in New Mexico," p. 206; J. D. Robb, Hispanic Folk
S01igs ofNew Mexico (Albuquerque, 1954), p. 11.
12. RevistaCat6Iica4(ApriI13, 1878):179.
13. Arley Sanchez, "Villagers Relive Passion," Albuquerque Journal (April 7,
1977), p. A-I; movie taken by Ralph C. Castillo, Belen, N.M.; conversation,
author with Edwin Berry and Fred Landavazo, January 1978.
14. Sister Lilliana Owens, S.L.,Jesuit Beginnings in New Mexico, 1867-1882
(EI Paso, 1950), p. 123.
15. Owens,fesuit Beginnings, pp. 153, 162-63.
16. Owens,fesuit Beginnings, p. 153.
17. RevistaCat6lica 1 (April 10, 1875): 113; Albuquerque Republican Review
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6 (April IS, 1876). I have followed the Revista Cat6lica translation of William
McGuinness's Review article of 2 (April 29, 1876):205, in silently correcting
"Matthew XXVI and XXVII, 1-66" to "John [18: 1-40; 19: 1-42]" and "Baltazar"
to "Baltassarre."
18. Mark (l 5:46) followed by Luke (23: 53) record the taking down of Christ's
body from the cross by the disciples; the other two evangelists merely state that
his followers acquired the body with Pilate's permission. Sister Joseph Marie McCrossan, The Role of the Church and the Folk in the Development of Early
Drama in New Mexico (Philadelphia, 1948), p. 114, notes that in an Albuquerque parish "on Good Friday afternoon the Sacred Heart Parish Players produce
a scene from the Passion, The Descent from the Cross, in pantomime, under the
direction of the pastor."
19. Revista Cat6lica 13 (April 24, 1887):193.
20. Laurence F. Lee, "Los Hermanos Penitentes" (B.A. thesis, University of
New Mexico, 1910), p. 55, Plate VIII; Dorothy Woodward, "The Penitentes of
New Mexico" (Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 1935), pp. 324-27. On Harriet
Mayfield's photos, see Weigle, Brothers of Light, p. 271, and A Penitente
Bibliography, p. 98.
21. Interviews, Fr. Cecil J. Kleber, O.F.M., of San Fidel, August 8, 1977; Mrs.
Sista Baca, Mrs. Juanita Gonzal~s, and Mr. Manuel Saavedra, all of Cubero,
August 10,1977.
22. Mary Austin, "The Trail of the Blood," Century Magazine 108 (May,
1924):41-43; "Native Drama in Our Southwest," The Nation 124 (April,
1927):437; Earth Horizon (New York, 1932),pp. 335-36, 339-40; "Folk Plays of
the Southwest," Theatre Arts Monthly 17 (August, 1933):601-2. On the carreta
de la muerte, see Marta Weigle, "Ghostly Flagellants and Dona Sebastiana: Two
Legends of the Penitente Brotherhood," Western Folklore 36 (April,
1977): 135-47, and Steele, "The· Death C~rt: Its Place Among the Santos of New
Mexico," accepted for publication by Colorado Magazine.
23. Santa Fe New Mexican (April 8, 1952), p. 10; Albuquerque Journal (April
2, 1953), p. 17, has an equivalent account.
24. Harold Nelson Ottaway, "The Penitente Moradas of the Taos, New Mexico, Area" (Ph.D. diss., University of Oklahoma, 1975), pp. 93-95.
25. Ottaway, "Penitente Moradas," pp. 95,97-99.
26. Weigle, Brothers of Light, p. 168; see also fn. p. 271.
27. Further accounts of passion plays may be found in Cleofas M. Jaramillo,
Shadows of the Past (Santa Fe, 1941), pp. '70-72; Olibama Lopez Tushar, The
People of"EI Valle" (Denver, 1976), pp. 71-73; Diario de laResidencia de Conejos, Societatis Jesu, Regis College Archives, Denver; Lettere Edificante della Provincia Napoletana (Naples, 1879-80),3:113-19; John A. Chester, S.J., "Holy
Week at San Miguel," in Woodstock Letters (1881), 10:275-80.
28. Steele, Santos and Saints, p. 70, quoting Edward P. Dozier, "Peasant
Culture and Urbanization: Mexican Americans in the Southwest," in Philip K.
Bock, ed., Peasants in the Modem World (Albuquerque, 1969), pp. 144-45.

Origins of Participants in Resettlement of Santa Fe. Map drawn by Jan Carley, graphic
artist, College of Education, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque.

THE RESETTLEMENT OF SANTA FE, 1695:
THE NEWLY FOUND MUSTER ROLL
CLEVY LLOYD STROUT

ONE of the most important documents housed in the Thomas
Gilcrease Institute of American History and Art in Tulsa, Oklahoma, bears the number 215 in the Catalog of Hispanic
Documents in The Gilcrease Institute, 1962. It brings to light
many previously obscure details of the Juan Paez Hurtado expedition of 1695, one of the major efforts put forth to bring additional
settlers to Santa Fe after the Pueblo Revolt in 1680. 1 The
genealogical and demographic implications of this newly
discovered document are great.
The first part of the manuscript is a transcription of a number of
documents certified in Zacatecas City in 1694. These explain the
purpose and the nature of the Juan Paez Hurtado expedition,
which left for Santa Fe on February 14, 1695. In these pages exist
the origin and historical background of the expedition, as well as
many details of the agreement between Juan Paez Hurtado and
Don Diego de Vargas, "Conqueror and Reconqueror" of New
Mexico after the Pueblo Revolt.
Juan Paez Hurtado was at the time of the expedition Captain of
the Spanish Presidio at El Paso del Rio Grande del Norte, on the
site of what is now Ciu'dad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico. The Rio
Grande there forms part of the border line between what is now
part of the United States and part of the Republic of Mexico. In
Paez Hurtado's time El Paso was the great northern outpost
through which contacts were maintained between Santa Fe in the
province of New Mexico and Mexico City, as well as all settlements between.
0028-6206/78/0700-0261 $0 1.1 0/0
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The Conde de Galve, as Viceroy of New Spain, i.e., Mexico and
its dependent territories, authorized de Vargas who chose Paez
Hurtado to head the new expedition to take more settlers to Santa
Fe. De Vargas issued orders to Paez Hurtado on June 5, 1694 to
proceed with soldiers as a guard and escort to the area of Durango
and Zacatecas in order to enlist families for the resettlement of
Santa Fe.
The manuscript detailing recruitment contains the names of 46
families so enlisted, totaling 146 persons, of whom one, Maria
Osuna, wife of Jose Lopez, died after signing the roster but before
the expedition got underway northward from Zacatecas. The first
member of the party signed the roster on December 7, 1694; the
last on February 13, 1695, one day before the expedition left for
Santa Fe. The oldest member on the roll was Juan Bautista de
Olivas, mestizo, 54 years old. The youngest members, all of whom
were one year of age, were Juan Lobato, son of Bartolome Lobato;
Pascuala de los Reyes, daughter of Mateo Negrete; Juan Felipe,
son of Salvador Matias de Ribera; Salvador, son of Agustin
Rodriguez, who was listed as a coyote; 2 Maria Duran, daughter of
Catalina Duran, who was the widow of Jose de Armijo; Domingo
de la Rosa, coyota, daughter of Tomas Mendez; Juan Gomez, son
of Laureano Gomez; Maria, daughter of Isabel de Olivas, widow
of Sebastian de Esparza; and BIas de Zarate, son of Miguel de
Zarate.
Paez Hurtado's task was not an easy one. The officials of
Durango aided him little, pleading lack of funds. He then concentrated on the Zacatecas-Sombrerete area, and in Zacatecas the
final enlistments were made. The Viceroy had come to his aid by
sending a letter ordering royal officials of Zacatecas to furnish
mqney for the families who might be recruited for the expedition.
These monies were for living expenses until such time as the expedition was ready to proceed on its way north, and for expenses
incurred on the actualtrip. However, the letter failed to mention
anything about the personal expenses of Paez Hurtado himself, or
for his group of guards and helpers. The royal officials gave him
only some 350 peSOS3 instead of the 820 for which he had asked.
He stated that by his own reckoning he had already spent this
amount from his own funds.
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For the families recruited, the Viceroy's letter ordered the royal
officials of Zacatecas to provide 320 pesos for each family which
consisted of four or more persons, and 300 pesos for each family
which consisted of three or fewer members. In addition, each person was to be paid 11/2 reales 4 a day for living expenses during
such time as they were waiting for the expedition to be completely
organized, payment to be made once a week. Two families, those
of Sebastiana Rodriguez and of Antonio Felix, received the
greatest amount of money, 421 pesos, two tomines. 5 The
Rodriguez family had been first to enter its name on the recruitment list; while the last family recruited, that of Jeronimo
Martinez, received a total of 337 pesos, 51f2 tomines. It had been
recruited on February 13, 1695, one day before the expedition
started for its destination.
No exact equivalent can be given for living expenses then as
compared with today, but each person was given only 11/2 reales
per day for expenses for the trip north, as well as for the time spent
waiting. The total amount expended for this expedition, according
to the record, was 16,376 pesos, 5 1/2 tomines. The peso has been
accepted as"the equivalent of the dollar of the United States, and
each tomin was equivalent to 12 1/2 cents, so the total amount
stated was about $17,000, a considerable sum even in present
days.
The list compiled here is abstracted from the original manuscript. It presents in order of date of enlistment the families, including all the children, nephews, nieces, et al. who accompanied
the colonist families.

Family

From

Age

Date enlisted

Total money

Sebastiana Rodriguez, mestiza, widow of Matias de
Contreras
Simon de Contreras, son
Domingo de Contreras, son
Salvadora, daughter

Zacatecas

36

Dec. 7, 1694

421 p.

2t.

Antonio Felix, Spaniard

Real de San Juan Bautista,
Sonora

Dec. 7, 1694

421 p.

2t.

N

1.

2.

25
18
5
30
26
4
20
18

Francisca de Valencia, wife
Jose Felix, son
Nicolas de la Trinidad, nephew, mestizo
Nicolas Rodriguez, nephew, castizo·
3.· Jose Lopez, mestizo
Maria de Osuna, wife, Spaniard (died Feb. 9, 1695)
Maria de la Encarnacion, daughter

0>
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Los Lagos

Z

tTl

47
40
5

Dec. 11, 1694

20

Dec. 17, 1694

360p.

3t.

~

3::
tTl

;x:

0
0

4.

Francisco Gonzalez, mestizo
Baltazar Rodarte, cousin
Teresa de Jesus, Spaniard (sister of Rodarte)

5.

6.

Zacatecas

Miguel Ramos, Spaniard
Antonia Ramos, Spaniard
Josefa de la Rosa, servant, coyota'

Zacatecas

Cristobal de Morillo, Spaniard

Puesto de la Barca,
Nueva Galicia
Real y Minas de Sombrerete

Sebastian Canseco, coyote
Maria Gutierrez, mestiza (betrothed to Canseco)

7.

Real de San Jose del Parral,
Nueva Viscaya

Bartolome Lobato, Spaniard
Luisana Negrete, wife, Spaniard
Tuan Lobato. son

Real y Minas de Sombrerete

370 p.

2 1/2 t.
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16
12

::>:l
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26
17
20

Dec. 20. 1694

32

Dec. 22, 1694

375 p.

5t.
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367 p.

4 t.
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20
18
29
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Dec. 29, 1694

363 p.

4 1/2 t.
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-----~~-~

Simona de Bejar, mestiza
Pascuala de los Reyes
9.

Jose Quir6s, mestizo, widower

-~
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_.... , ...

...,
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~~~

1"'"

18
I
Puesto de Covadenga [sic],
Nueva Galicia

45

Jan. 3, 1695

360 p.

....,
'"::c

6t.

0
c:
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18
19

Maria Quir6s, daughter
Miguel Quir6s, nephew

0;
<D

10.

Salvador Matias de Ribera

Puerto de Santa Maria,
Spain

Juana de Sosa, wife, Spaniard
Juan Felipe, son

20

Jan. 4, 1695

360 p.

11/2 t.

I
1/2

Jan. 4, 1695

360 p.

1

Nochistlan

26
28
8

Jan. 8,1695

357 p.

7 1/2 t.

Nicholas de Sierra, mulato
Francisca Ventura, wife
Joaquin, son
Domingo, son

Queretaro

34
26
5
4

Jan. II, 1695

395 p.

14.

Agustin Rodriguez, coyote
Nicolasa Ortiz, wife
Salvador, son

Real y Minas de Sombreret.e
Zacatecas

30
28
I

Jan. II, 1695

356 p.

2 t.

15.

Francisco Montes Vigil, Spaniard
Maria Jimenez de Enciso, wife, Spaniard
Pedro Policarpio, son
Juan Carlos, son

Zacatecas
Zacatecas

30

Jan. 12, 1695

394 p.

2t.

Maria de los Reyes Canseco, widow, mestiza
Maria Canseco, daughter
Nicolas Aramijes Canseco, nephew, mestizo

12.

Francisco Hernandez, lobo·
Juana Garcia, wife, mestiza
Esteban Hernandez, son

13.

8
5
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@

40
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20

II.
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Family

From

Age

Date enlisted

Total money

16.

Jose Antonio Romero, Spaniard
Maria de la Concepci6n, niece
Maria de las Nieves, niece
Domingo, nephew

Carmona, Spain

27
11
9
2

Jan. 12, 1695

394 p.

2t.

17.

Juan de los Santos, mestizo
Josefa Cristina, wife
Vicente de Armijo, nephew

Zacatecas

30
30
16

Jan. 13, 1695

355 p.

I t.

18.

Catalina Duran, mestiza, widow of Jose de Armijo
Jose de Armijo, son
Eugenia Duran, daughter
Maria Duran, daughter

Zacatecas

38
9
5
1

Jan. 13,1695

352 p.

7t.

Antonio de Armijo, mestizo, son of Jose de Armijo
Manuela Negrete, wife, mestiza
Marcos de Armijo, brother of Antonio de Armijo

Zacatecas

20
16
18

Jan. 17, 1695

Juana Gutierrez, mestiza, widow of Diego Gutierrez
Pedro Gutierrez de Quir6s, son
Bartolome Sanchez, nephew

Mexico City

36
17
20

Jan. 20, 1695

Tomas Mendez, coyote
Maria de la Cruz, wife, coyota
Dominga de la Rosa, daughter

Sombrerete
Zacatecas

24
20
I

Jan. 21,1695

Juana Guerrero, Spaniard, widow of
Miguel Rodarte
Bernabe Rodarte
Catalina Rodarte

Llerena

40

Jan. 22, 1695

N

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

Marcos Ramos, coyote
Isabela de Larea, mulata blanca
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7t.
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5t.
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San Luis [Potosi]
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Jan. 22, 1695

350 p.

1/2

t.
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Juan Miguel
Gabriel de la Trinidad, son
Juan Miguel de la Trinidad, son

VU

Je:Ui.
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p.

TJ. l.

13
12

CF1
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25.

Don Felipe de Soria, Spaniard
Maria de Castro, wife, Spaniard
Jose de Soria, son

Patzcuaro
Sombrerete

Ines de los Reyes, mestiza
Juana Gonzalez, daughter
Cristobal Gonzalez, son

Sombrerete

Juan de Reina, Spaniard
Maria de la Encarnacion, wife, mulata
Antonio de Chavaria, nephew

28.

29.

t.

22
Jan. 22, 1695
18
10 [sic]

350 p.

36
13
12

Jan. 23, 1695

349 p.

Reino de Nuevo Leon
Sombrerete

32
22
13

Jan. 23, 1695

Laureano Gomez, Spaniard
Josefa de la Cruz, wife, mestiza
Juan Gomez, son

Guanajuato
Potosi

30
20
1

Jan. 26, 1695

347 p.

6 1/2 t.

Maria de San Nicolas, mestiza, widow of
Salvador Rodriguez
Maria de San Nicolas, daughter
Antonio de San Nicolas, son

Zacatecas

25

Jan. 26, 1695

343 p.

6 1/2 t.

30.

Cristobal de Arellano, Spaniard
Ursula Ramos de Arellano, sister
Josefa Ramos, niece

Aguascalientes

22
14
5

Feb. 1, 1695

344 p.

3 1/2 t.

31.

Ana de Reinoso, Spaniard, widow of Nicolas Ra'mos
Maria Ramos, daughter
Jose Ramos, son

Fresnillo

36
12
6

Feb. 4, 1695

344 p.

3 1/2 t.

32.

Roque Pantoja Montalvo, mestizo
Miguel Gutierrez, mestizo
Natiana de San Jose, mestiza, sister of
Miguel Gutierrez

Guanajuato
Real de Panuco

30
25
18

Feb. 5, 1695

347 p.

11/2 t.

1/2
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4t.
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33.

Family

From

Juan Bautista de Olivas, mestizo

Vilia de Llerena and
Mines of Sombrerete

Madelena Juarez, wife, mestiza
Juana de la Trinidad, daughter
34.

35.

Age

Date enlisted

Total money

54

Feb. 5, 1695

342 p.

11/2 t.

20
18
18

Feb. 5, 1695

342 p.

11/2 t.

24
I
31

Feb. 5, 1695

25
16
5

Feb. 5, 1695

40
10

Angela L6pez, mestiza
Juan Marcial Ortiz L6pez, brother, mestizo
Antonio Ortiz Morales, brother, mestizo

Llerena and Sombrerete

Isabel de Olivas, widow of Sebastian Esparza
Maria, daughter
Jose Rodriguez, brother, mestizo

Sombrerete
Sombrerete

Z

tTl

:E

::tTl
342 p.

11/2 t.

342 p.

1

><

n
0
:;
C/l

36.

37.

Diego Camarillo, mestizo
Antonia Gracia, mestiza
Juan Montes Vigil, free mulato
Mateo de Aranda, Spaniard
Teresa de la Cruz, mestiza
Maria Rodriguez, daughter of Teresa de la Cruz

San Luis
San Luis Potosi

Bejar, Portugal
Jalpujagua [Tlalpujahua]

31
36
2

1/2

t.
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0
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Feb. 8, 1695

340 p.

4t.
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38.

39.

Juana Cris6stomo, free mulata
Toribio Nicolas, free mulato
Nicolasa Juana, free mulato

Zacatecas
Zacatecas
Zacatecas

14
10
5

Feb. 8, 1695

Lucas Marcos, free mulato
Juana de Guadalupe, free mulata

Zacatecas
Zacatecas

14
10

Feb. 8, 1695

T.. ~~
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340 p.

4t.

Maria de la R~sa, coyot~, sister
Nicolas Rodriguez, coyote, brother

.IV"'''''

..... v p,

-r

30
24
I

Feb. 9, 1695

339 p.

7 1/2 t.

20

Feb. 9, 1695

........ ....,. 'oJ,

~

L•

10
5

Miguel de Zarate, mestizo
Ana Madelena, wife, coyota
Bias de Zarate, son

Real de Panuco

Miguel Tenorio, Spaniard, son of Juan Tenorio and
JosefaLOpez Tenorio
Juana Rodriguez Tenorio, daughter
Cristobal Rodriguez, mestizo

Zacatecas

Juan de Guido, lobo
Isabel de los Reyes, wife, coyota
Luis de Ribera Guido, son, coyote

Guanajuato:
Mexico City

27
26
10

Feb. 10, 1695

Miguel de Miranda, Spaniard, widower of
Maria de Vega
Maria de Miranda, daughter
Juan de Miranda, son

Monterrey, Nuevo Leon

30

Feb. 12, 1695

338 p.

2t.

45.

Pedro de Cortinas, Spaniard
Maria de Ortiz, wife, mestiza
Juan Cortinas, son

Kingdom of Leon
Rio Verde

30
26
2

Feb. 13, 1695

337 p.

5 1/2 t.

46.

Jeronimo Martinez, castizo
Antonia de la Rosa, wife, coyota
Felipa, daughter

Real de Zimapan
Sayula

29

Feb. 13, 1695

337 p.

5 1/2 t.

41.

42.

43.

44.
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NOTES
1. Warren A. Beck, New Mexico: A History of Four Centuries (Norman,
1962), pp. 73 ff.
2. George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, The Rediscovery of New Mexico
(Albuquerque, 1966), p. 10 1, fn. 3. Later on the term lobo (wolf) is used in the
same connotative sense: "These coyotes must have been Indians disguised as
coyotes who went around howling and cavorting to amuse the crowd. The cunning coyote played the same role in Mexican folklore as the sly fox did in old
European animal tales. Ethnically, the coyote denotes a person born to an Indian
mother and a mestizo father, with color resembling that of a coyote. The term
evidently was used to refer to men of a darker hue distinguished in this way from
the others. A century later the term was applied to a Zuni Indian in a Vargas
document. Three natives came to meet Vargas, two of them Moquis, and a third
named Ventura, an intelligent native of the pueblo of Alona and the province of
Zuni.' " Coyota is the feminine form of coyote.
3. Alberto Francisco Pradeau, Numismatic History of Mexico from the PreColumbian Epoch to 1823 (Whittier, Ca., 1938), p. 21, fn. 2: "A peso de oro is a
term used to indicate a portion of gold weighing ninety-six grains."
4. Pradeau, Numismatic History, p. 12: "A real is a Spanish silver coin having
a value of twelve and a half cents, commonly known in the southern part of the
United States as a 'bit.' "
5. Pradeau, Numismatic History, p. 24, fn. 2; "A tom{n is a measure of weight
representing twelve grains and was used to indicate one-eighth of a peso de oro. "
6. A castizo, fem. castiza, was the product of a Seanish and a mestizo parent.
The combination would be 75 percent Spanish and 25 percent Indian.
7. Genetically a coyote was the child of an Indian and a Spaniard, being 75
percent Indian and 25 percent Spanish.
8. A lobo, fem. loba, was the child of an Indian and a mulatto. The combination resulted in the offspring being 50 percent Indian, 25 percent Spanish, and 25
percent black.

THE RIO GRANDE PRESS-CONTRIB UTOR TO
SOUTHWESTERN HISTORY
RICHARD N. ELLIS, Book Review Editor

THE TINY VILLAGE of Glorieta, New Mexico, located along Interstate Highway 25 east of Santa Fe and situated on the route of the
old Santa Fe trail, is the home of the Rio Grande Press operated by
Robert B. McCoy and John Strachan. Although often overlooked
by New Mexicans, this small publishing house is familiar to
librarians and book purchasers around the country for reprinting
more than one hundred titles pertaining to New Mexico and the
greater Southwest.
Rio Grande Press was founded in 1962 by Robert B. McCoy,
who had been executive director of the book department of
Popular Mechanics magazine in Chicago. When the Hearst Company, which had purchased the magazine, decided to move to
New York, McCoy resigned, did some consulting, and joined
Meredith Publishing Company where he met John Strachan, a
former school teacher. McCoy also founded Rio Grande Press,
although he remained with Meredith until the press became a going concern.
McCoy had visited New Mexico for the first time in 1957 while
researching a story on the Penitentes and fell in love with the
region. He returned frequently and during a visit in 1964 met
Marc Simmons, then a doctoral candidate at the University of
New Mexico with a devotion to New Mexico history. Two years
later Simmons wrote McCoy and Strachan about the availability
of four school buildings, one each in Lamy, Cerrillos, Galisteo,
and Glorieta that were up for auction. The building at Glorieta
was the only one with a clear title and a working water system,
and in 1967 the successful high bidder, Rio Grande Press, moved
0028-6206178/0700-0271 $00.40/0
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into the weather-worn and vandalized building, bringing Rio
Grande Press from Chicago to the vicinity of the river that provided its name.
Rio Grande Press is strictly a reprint publisher, although unsolicited manuscripts are received almost weekly. The only exception to this rule was Changing Ways of Southwestern Indians,
which was published for the Santa Fe Corral of the Westerners.
When McCoy began the operation in 1962 he contacted the New
Mexico Historical Society, seeking its collaboration in selecting
titles on New Mexico history for reprinting but received no
response. Therefore he chose titles himself and continues to make
the final selection, although today scholars recommend many
titles. In the beginning, also, the press had difficulty convincing
scholars to write introductions; that, too, has changed. Over the
years individuals such as David Weber, Marc Simmons, Bernard
Fontana, Donald Cutter, Mike Mathes, Thomas Hinton, and
others have contributed scholarly introductions.
Having chosen the title "Rio Grande Classics" to identify with
the Southwest, McCoy and Strachan began "to rescue old books."
Where possible they add a scholarly introduction, a new index,
new maps, new illustrations, and related documents that did not
appear in the original book. For example, Republic of Texas by
Anson Jones, last president of the Republic, includes a substantial
number of important documents photographed from the Texas archives; The Tarahumara by Bennett and Zingg includes 385 new
color photographs taken by a missionary who has worked with the
tribe for the past twenty years. The addition of new material is one
of the most unique and distinctive features of Rio Grande Press
publications.
Titles reprinted by the Rio Grande Press cover a wide range of
subject matter, but there are also several broad topics in which a
number of books have been published. These include Indian arts
and crafts, ethnography and ethnohistory, the Spanish period,
early travel accounts, and local history. The Rio Grande Press also
has done more to reprint Mexican War materials than perhaps any
other publisher and their titles in this area include Ralph E. Twitchell's Military Occupation of New Mexico, Doniphan's Expedition, and A Complete History of the Mexican War, Its Causes,
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Conduct and Consequences by Nathan Brooks, which was first
published in 1849. A number of their titles are classics while
others are important to scholars. Some of the more important titles
published by the press are On the Bord~r with Crook and
Medicine Men of the Apache by John Bourke, Life Among the
Apaches by John Cremony, The Zuni Indians by Matilda Stevenson, Unknown Mexico by Carl Lumholtz, Life in the Far West by
George Ruxton, A History of Ancient Mexico by Bernardo
Sahagun, Fernando Cortes, His Five Letters of Relation to
Emperor Charles V, trans. by Francis A. MacNutt, and Vanished
Arizona by Martha Summerhayes. Recent titles of interest include
In Red Man's Land by Francis Leupp, Spanish Institutions of the
Southwest by Frank Blackmar, The Tarahumara: An Indian Tribe
of Northern Mexico by Wendell Bennett and Robert Zingg, and
Spanish Mission Churches of New Mexico by L. Bradford Prince.
At the time the operation began there were several small reprint
houses that published limited editions for collectors. Since that
time some large reprint companies entered the field, some of
which published titles on the Southwest, but because they
reprinted facsimile editions and charged higYr- prices . they
presented minimal competition to the Rio Grande Press. McCoy
and Strachan have been fairly successful in avoiding dramatic
price increases despite rising production costs because of labor
and increases in wages and the price of paper. Prices on some of
their books are not greater than they were in 1962. Although a few
Rio Grande Press titles have also appeared in paperback editions
under the imprimatur of other publishers, this, too, has presented
little competition because they aim at a different market.
McCoy and Strachan feel that they have found a special niche in
the publishing business because big companies cannot afford to
print small numbers of a given title and small companies are
limited by their resources. In general about 40 percent of Rio
Grande Press sales go to libraries, 40 percent to bookstores and 20
percent to individual mail orders. Their books are sold throughout
the United States and in more than twenty foreign countries.
Of 117 titles, only eight have been solid failures. Some have
been spectacular successes. Black Range Tales, for example, has
sold some 15,000 copies, but the greatest success was Turquois by
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Joseph Pogue. Coverage of this book in an Arizona Highways issue
on turquoise brought huge and unexpected sales. Strachan remembers one day when orders for $8,000 worth of this title were
received and that the task of simply meeting the demand for this
single book prevented the publication of additional titles during
1974 and 1975.
Despite a great success such as the turquoise book, McCoy and
Strachan explain that they really don't make much money; certainly they do not make as much as they did in their former jobs.
But after a decade and a half in the business they still find it exciting. It has been a "great adventure" and a "labor of love." Profits from good sellers are utilized to print other books. "We've got
the sense of having done something that will carry into the years
after we are gone," McCoy explains. "These books will be used
long after we are gone."
Of the 117 publications by the Rio Grande Press the majority
relate directly to New Mexico and the greater Southwest. If many
New Mexicans have failed to appreciate the contribution of the
press, the New Mexico Historical Review has been equally
negligent. During the past fifteen years this journal failed to
review any Rio Grande Classics, although other regional and national historical publications have followed an opposite policy. To
atone for these omissions, recent and forthcoming Rio Grande
Classics will be reviewed in future issues of this publication, beginning in this issue.

Book Reviews
IN RED MAN'S LAND: A STUDY OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN, By Francis E. Leupp. Introduction by Theodore Frisbee. Glorieta: Rio Grande Press, 1976 (1914). Pp.
xv, 161. Illus., bibliog.
IN 1914, four years after writing The Indian and His Problem, former Commissioner of Indian Affairs Francis Ellington Leupp published this slender companion volume, which in content bears considerable similarity to the first. Despite
this fact, however, this attractive reprint edition, produced as one of the Rio
Grande Classics, is "timely in intent if not chronology." Initially written by
Leupp as part of an interdenominational mission home study course, the reprint
edition boasts a new preface and introduction. Photographic reproductions of
western scenes painted by D. J. Mills add esthetic value to the book. Although
there is duplication 6f material as Leupp himself admits, this volume and his
previous book supplement each other-one presenting the civic, the other the
human aspects of the Indian.
As Indian commissioner, Francis Ellington Leupp was a man ahead of the
times, a reformer and bureaucrat who attempted to treat the hidian as a human
being rather than as a barbarian who should be transformed into a white man. In
the new introduction, Theodore Frisbee,'s analysis of Leupp's contributions agree
with the findings of other historians concerning this farsightedness, namely, that
the commissioner's ideas foreshadowed the Indian policy advocated as a result of
the Merriam Commission investigation in 1928. Leupp's policies in dealing with
the Indians, his emphasis on equality through health and education, and the
preservation of their culture (all of which he touches upon in this book), were
supported by the findings of the Merriam Commission,
Professor Frisbee could have added that many of Leupp's policies were implemented during the Collier era and earned for that individual much acclaim as
a reformer and visionary-praise that more appropriately might have been
shared by Francis E. Leupp; however, the public was not receptive to such ideas
in the first decade of the twentieth century, The major difference, according to
Frisbee, was that Leupp like others of the time believed that assimilation rather
than cultural pluralism was the answer. Yet, there is room for doubt that Leupp
believed in total assimilation, if one considers his efforts to allow the Indians to
retain their true names, their traditional costumes, and their mobile homestyle,
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which easily permitted them to move to cleaner living quarters and where ventilation provided less chance of disease such as tuberculosis. He also supported
the preservation of Indian dancing and ritual as an integral part of their religion.
Thus in action, if not in label, Leupp believed in cultural pluralism.
The Commissioner's reforming bent is particularly apparent in the second
chapter dealing with the Indian and the government, the travesties of justice
called "treaties" and after 1871, the "agreements" which took their place. He
noted what he called "the absurd patchwork of law" which was in force long
after the need for it had expired, and even then he urged revision of existing
statutes pertaining to the American Indian. He classified the failure of the
establishment of the Indian territory as a place ~or self-rule as an experience on
the side of "excessive liberty," while the reservation he felt was one of "excessive
paternalism.' ,
Leupp's empathy for the situation of Indians as wards of the government is further apparent as he explains how in the guise of guardianship, the government
took possession of their estate, cut off their wild game supply as a civilizing ploy,
thereby forcing them to accept charity to survive. According to Leupp, none of
the government's designs, however veiled with benevolence, was carried out
without vigorous resistance on the part of the wards, and the expenditure of
many lives and much money. He declared that the government, as if to salve its
conscience, established a system of schools where coming generations of Indians
could be taught to cope with "the master race which had overcome their
fathers. "
Leupp concludes with an interesting chapter on "aborigines who are not Red
Men," the Eskimo, and finally awards kudos to various denominational mission
groups for their contributions to the Indian which, more than likely, was a result
of the fact that the book was published as part of a mission home study course
rather than strong feeling, considering that he did not treat missionaires so kindly in his previous work.
By reprinting this volume containing the views of Commissioner Francis Ellington Leupp, the Rio Grande Press is to be commended for once again making
available in handsome format information that will be of interest to scholars in
the fields of anthropology, history, and ethnohistory.
The University of Texas at El Paso

NECAH STEWART FURMAN

MIMBRES PAINTED POTTERY. By J. J. Brody. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1977. Pp. xxiii, 253. Illus., notes, index. $22.50.
IT IS NOT TO SAY that the author pulled a brodie in creating this fine first volume
for the School of American Research, Southwestern Indian Art Series, by introducing his study with the following statement: "There is much here that I am
not satisfied with. I am uncomfortable with the time frames, not at all confident
about explanations of historical events and relationships, and I believe that I
have only begun to explore iconography" (p. xxii). This self criticism reflects not
only the author's express feelings toward his own work, but the actual state of
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confused and contradictory data that appertain to the field of MogollonMimbres archaeology.
The tome is beautifully illustrated, containing some 182 black-and-white
halftones of Mimbres and related ceramic folk art, many of which have not been
published before, as well as 16 color plates, 2 tables, and 2 maps. In these, there
is some unfortunate mixing of captions and illustrations, as witness Plates 4 and
9, and the absence of a Basketmaker III period in his Anasazi temporal sequence
(Fig. 8), wherein he correlates variously published chronologies of Mogollon
"time plans" along with those of the Hohokam, Anasazi, and Casas Grandes
cultures.
The author composes his very apt study of Mimbres folk art in the folloWing
manner: In his introduction (pp. 1-5), he lays the groundwork of purpose in
presenting to his audience the meaning and worth of this ceramic art form. He
does not exhaust the subject, but competently gives the reader a review of the archaeological activities that led to the modern commercial exploitative discovery
of Mimbres art (pp. 5-23). With this "donor" value approach to the subject, he
then describes the physical environment in the Mimbres archaeological zone as it
may have existed during the time when these native Americans actually created
their art form (pp. 25-35). Then, using the Swarts Ruin as an apex, he describes
his view of the socio-economic history of these indigenous Mimbrenos in both
time and space (pp. 37-75) and presents current archaeological interpretation of
indigenous development and various donor pottery art influences, from the time
of its known beginnings to the time of its" classic" development (pp. 77-114).
The definition of various ceramic types in the archaeological literature is very
confusing. For example, the vessel depicted as Three Circle Red-on-white in Plate
3, with its curvilinear design, could also be identified as Mangas Black-on-white
from Haury's original description (1936:24). It is extremely important that curvilinear scrolls and wavy hatched designs one day be precisely placed in time in
the Mogollon ceramic art sequence. At the moment, it remains a point of confusion, and as a consequence, such related art styles as those developed in the
Dragoon, San Simon, and Casas Grandes areas cannot be temporally compared
to those of the Mogollon-Mimbres sequence. Nor can these be properly compared
with Anasazi, Hohokam, or Chupicuaro (Guanajuato, Mexico) art designs. Certainly, new archaeological data will be needed before one can answer the questions involving the complicated, but related, patterns of regional ceramic design
exchange.
In describing the social situation in which the Mimbres potters worked (pp.
115-29), the author enters the field of highly individualized conjecture based on
what these prehistoric native American artists consciously or unconsciously portrayed. Perhaps the author's most creditable contribution lies in his original
analysis of Mimbres Black-on-white art (pp. 131-56) as indicators of the various
artistic social constraints placed upon the Mimbreno artist. This approach is
used in his study of both geometric and representational art patterns (pp.
157-210), but he commendably uses a great many hitherto unreported vessels
which took considerable effort to gather into a single study.
The subject of religious iconography is broached, but not elaborated upon,
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despite its intriguing potential. In his final chapter (pp. 211-27), the author addresses himself to this possibility of iconographic studies in terms of
ethnoaesthetic considerations as' revealed in Mimbres art, and appropriately
warns students to beware of any temporal transposition of religious metaphors
from one group to another without sound evidence.
All in all, Dr. Brody has brought together a great many details concerning a
currently popular subject, in terms of the available archaeological data, and interprets these with his particular art historian's expertise, thus making the
volume a fresh and worthwhile study meritorious of space on one's bookshelves.

The Amerind Foundation, Inc.

CHARLES C. DI PESO

THE ZUNIS OF CIBOLA. By C. Gregory Crampton. Salt Lake City: University of
Utah Press, 1978. Pp. 201. Illus., notes, bibliog., index. $15.00.
UTILIZING A TOPICAL FORMAT, C. Gregory Crampton's The Zunis of Cibola attempts a historical portrayal of these western New Mexico Pueblo Indians during
the period from about 1300 to 1890. Crampton successively discusses, for example, the Zunis' pre-Columbian past, the Spanish entrada, their participation in
the Pueblo Revolt, their life under Mexican rule, and later relations with the newly arrived Anglo. There is also a short examination of Zuni efforts to maintain
their cultural integrity in the face of Anglo-American societal and technological
value systems. All of these topics could have been expanded upon.
Readers, for example, will want to know far less about the geological setting of
the region inhabited by the Zunis and far more about their origins and the inception of agriculture as discovered and practiced by these Indians and its subsequent development. A thorough consideration of meteorological cycles and their
effect on such sedentary efforts, as well as social, religious, political and cultural
evolution, is also needed. There is lacking a comprehensive survey of the archaeological setting wherein maps and additional photographs of the known ancient sites should have been provided. Furthermore, such matters as the Zuni
system of alliances-with special attention focused upon their attempts at effecting an Anglo alliance against the Navajos-and these Indians' endeavors to ward
off Anglo encroachments on their land and water rights should have received expanded coverage. Finally, considering his stature as an ethnologist, as well as the
services he rendered to the Zuni people, the treatment accorded Frank Hamilton
Cushing should have been more extensive.
As such, it is unfortunate that the title of Crampton's book promises more than
what the work actually delivers. For one thing, the volume is both too brief and
overly generalized. Yet the greatest difficulty with this piece is that not much
which is new is learned about the Zunis. In this respect, a paramount defect is
that not only are these Indians not depicted as active participants in the vital
drama which is Zuni life as it unfolds upon the stage of history, but also the Zunis
are not seen or understood through their own eyes as is ably done, for example, in
Cushing's Zuni Breadstuff. Rather, the Zuni people are seen as passive and successively acted upon by Spanish, Mexican, and Anglo-American intruders. Even
here the discussion is not as. strong as it could be.
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Such problems are magnified as a result of Crampton's research technique and
utilization of sources. In actuality, The Zunis of Cibola is a succinct synthesis
and summary of the available printed primary sources which are pertinent to the
topic, as well as having a heavy 'reliance on secondary materials. Far greater use
should have been made of Zuni oral tradition. With good effect, Crampton could
have conducted on a large scale oral history interviews among the Zuni people.
Although he makes several minor references to such in his footnotes, one wonders
why Crampton did not make adequate use of the appropriate Bureau of Indian
Affairs documentation available in the National Archives. Had Crampton incorporated these materials, as well as a plethora of extant manuscript sources, into
his text he would not have had to attempt, for example, to condense Zuni history
since 1890 into less than eight pages, which task is impossible in any event.
Fortunately, Crampton's style is both engaging and literate. His footnotes and
bibliogrphy are useful in that they enable the general reader to get at the specific
literature in the field. Included are 28 photographs which illustrate both the
pueblo and Zuni personages. Still, Crampton's work is less than what it could
have been.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

JOHN ANTHONY TURCHENESKE, JR,

RULES AND PRECEPTS OF THE JESUIT MISSIONS OF NORTHWESTERN NEW SPAIN, By
Charles Polzer. Tucson: University of Arizon'a Press, 1976. Pp. x, 141. Illus.,
maps, bibliog."rn'dex. $8.50.
ACCORDING TO THE AUTHOR "the object of the present study is to review the inner
workings of the missions as a system, to describe and evaluate the more important methods employed by the missionaries, and to demonstrate the evolving
complexity of the institutional mission" (p. 3).
This small volume is divided into two parts: I Interpretation; II Rules and
Precepts for the Mission Rectorate of San Francisco Borja, Sonora, Mexico. This
part is a translation of regulations issued by various Jesuit superiors concerning
the conduct of the Jesuit missions in northwest Mexico from 1610 to 1763. Part I
(pp. I-58) seems intended as a background for Part II (pp. 59-125) with its
translation of the rules and precepts. It contains definitions of terms found in
Part II: mission, partido, cabecera, rectorado, visitas as well as a discussion of
perfect obedience, because "what the rules demanded was most probably what
the men actually did" (p. 14). This wholly a priori judgment seems to be
necessary to justify Part II: Rules and Precepts. Yet later on, the author admits
that the rules were modified because the men either could not or would not obey
them. Thus, "the missionaries had been complaining that the existing code (that
of 1610) was filled (italics mine) with too many unattainable rules" (p. 17). So a
new code was issued in 1662. But, "the missionaries only had more rules to
follow after 1662, and many of them were even less (italics mine) attainable than
some in the 1610 code" (p. 19).
Yet, the author (pp. 39-58) writes a chapter on Jesuit Mission Methodology
based largely on such, more or less, unattainable rules. The effect is to cloak the
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Jesuit effort in an aura of perfection engendered by the idealistic, unattainable,
rules and precepts. To reenforce this impression the author selects the testimony
(pp. 56, 57) of a newly arrived Europeo cerrado bishop less than six months in his
new diocese; Pedro Tapiz (the author spells it Tapis but the bishop writes Tapiz).
While in Mexico City, Tapiz had spurned the well-known skills of the Mexican
iron workers and occasioned many raised eyebrows there by ordering all iron
adornments of his new cathedral of Durango from Seville (Jose Ignacio Gallegos,
Historia de la iglesia en Durango [Mexico City, 1969], pp. 221-24). So now, he
praises the work of the largely European Jesuits and downgrades that of the Mexican Franciscans, especially their lack of language skills-a part of the pattern?
One wonders why the author relies so heavily on suspect sources such as the
Rules and Precepts, the testimony of an apparently thoroughly gachupin bishop
and does not use the reliable reports from the field of the Jesuit Visitors. I have
some and I must presume that the author has access to more. They are factual,
precise and informative. However, they tend to differ from the picture created by
the Rules and Precepts and Bishop Tapiz. Thus, Jesus Manuel Aguirre, viceprovincial for the Sonora missions and himself an experienced missionary, in
reporting on the native language skills of nineteen Jesuit missionaries, whom he
had tested personally, reported to the Mexican Provincial, Francisco Ceballos
(Bacadehuachi, February 18, 1764) that twelve did not know the native
language well enough to preach, he was doubtful about two, and only five, including himself, did know the language. He singles out Carlos Roxas, missionary
at Arizpe. He had come to Arizpe when 25 years old, had now been there nearly
40 years, yet could not preach to his Op~tas in their language. Is this a typical
report? I do not know butthe author should.
Finally, it is surprising that the author does not mention the royal decree of
July 13, 1573, which outlawed the expansion of the frontier through the armed
conquista and the granting of new encomiendas. Instead, the king substituted the
conquista pacifica: priest, miner, rancher, trader and so on. In other words, in
the very year in which the Jesuits began to work in Mexico after their unfortunate
experience in Florida, 1573, the rules for the conversion of the frontier were
changed. For the Jesuits, this was an opportunity. Newly arrived, with fresh
perspectives, and, as yet, without substantial commitment of their personnel, the
Jesuits were free to assess the new problems posed by the conversion of the rim of
Christendom, as Bolton so aptly named this area (in 1662, there were only
45,129 Indians in all the Jesuit Mexican missions, [po 18] compared to the many
millions still cared for by the older religious orders [1523-1573] in the Mexican
heartland).
It is to the glory of the Jesuits that they did find a method which enabled them
to work effectively under the new rules of 1573. Later on, the Franciscans
through their Mission Colleges would join them in this work. Certainly, the
Jesuits pioneered the method. Unfortunately, this volume does not tell us how
they did so.

Academy ofAmerican Franciscan History

ANTQINE TiBESAR,

O.F.M.

NEWS NOTES
Announcements: The Historical Society of New Mexico will hold its next annual
conference at Taos, New Mexico on April 20, 21 and 22
Best wishes to the New Sacramento Mountains Historical Association and their
new museum at Cloudcroft.
Of interest to researchers: The Tularosa Basin Historical Society Museum in
Alamogordo and the Alamogordo Public Library have many personal papers.
and documents dealing with the colorful past in the Basin. Researchers are
welcome but are requested to send a copy of the fruits of their research to the
Museum or library. A small price.
The Archives of the Christian Brothers-New Orleans Santa Fe District have been
moved to the College of Santa Fe. This collection includes photographs and is in
the process of being catalogued.
The Lincoln County Historical Society will hold its third "quarterly" meeting to
be held on September 30, 1978 on the one hundredth anniversary of Lew
Wallace assuming his new post as Governor of New Mexico Territory. The
meeting will be held at Picacho. Loraine Lavender, President of the Historical
Society of New Mexico, and author Norman Cleaveland will be guest speakers.
The Old Cienega Village Museum-El Rancho de Las Golondrinas will hold its
Fall Festival on October 7 and 8, 1978. This fine living museum is open to the
public the first Sunday of every month. Guided tours can be arranged at any
time.

THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO is always interested in obtaining new members. For more than one hundred nineteen years thousands of
New Mexicans who have belonged to the Society have been responsible for
numerous publications, collections, public meetings, and generally expanding
knowledge of the history of New Mexico. These people have given the Society the
continuous support which has made it the oldest organization of its type in the
United States.
The search for new active members is a continuous project, and the Society seeks
your help. In every corner of New Mexico there are people truly interested in collection, preservation, and dissemination of the history of our state. If you are one
of these people you should be a part of this vibrant society. If you know of such a
person why not nominate him or her for membership? Annual dues are only
$10.00, $6.00 for students. Society members can receive the New Mexico
Historical Review for only $4.50 a year.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
Post Office Box 5819
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502

